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PREFACE
1

-Certain periods in the making of history hav;e lyen deficient in
contemporary chronicles. This is notably true in the history of
American education during the eighteenth century. Such history'
presents lessons io the educator of a later generation. As we-follow
the growth of the American people frjm Abe status of settlers in a
new cnuntry to that of a distinctive nation with its own life to
provide for by training and education, we are led to an under-
standing of the American character and civilizatiorf of our own day.
This understanding is necessary for all those who are engaged in
the attempt, to prepare boys and girls to take their places in the
present social structure.

The history of educatibn is made up in part of accounts of various
subjects which h:ive developed into courses of study. Mathematics
of some kind has Always been incl;ded in such courses.. In the
American Colonies arithmetic was an important subject for prac-
tical reasons. It was needed--for trade and commerce. With sailing
.vessels plying betweeil Europe and America and the only .means of
communication with the " homeland," navigation and all the kinds
of sailing that had to be, put to daily use camel() be a continuation
of the course 'in arithmetic. Astronomical observations were an
importad feature in laying out a course la sea, and so astronomy is
found in connection with arithmetic. Some elenwntary trigonome-
try, logarithms, and geoinetric constructions played A necessary part
in the calculations incident to both navigation and astronomy.
With this list the practical uses of mathematics in that days are
exhausted.

It is the ptrpo§e of this study to show that algebra, another branch
of mathematics, entered, intq the American education of the eigh;
teenth century, and to show further that We 'must seek some other

)weason for its preseir than a practical need for it.
The research connected with this work has been made from

original sources found in many libraries, 1)9th public and private, in
v
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VI PREFACE

the East. It would be a Weasure, if it were possible, to acknowledge
in detail the cordial helpfilness fhat has been extended in every one
of these libraries. In particular the writcr is indebted to Miss
Isadore G. Miidge: reference librarian of Columbia -Upiversity
Library, for her efforts in inany directions.

To Prof. David Eugene Smith., of Columbia University, who
suggested the problem, and whose interest and appreciation have
been unfailing, the writer acknowledges inspiration in this-study as
well as in Iwr whole professional. life.

LA() GENEvn SIMONS.
Hunter Colleyc of the City of New York.
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I INTRODUCTION OF ALGEBRA INTO AMERICAN SCHOOLS
IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Chapter I

FDREIGN INFLUENCES LEADING TO THE INTRODUCTION
OF ALGEBRA INTO AMERICAN EDUCATION .

English infl wnee.Educat ion in the American Colonies for inore
than a century after its beginnings was an attempt at a reproduction
of the education of the countries from which our forefathers came.
The influence of foreign universities appears ia every aspect of the
school life before the American Revolution.

The first colleges were modeled ent irely on the English universities,
so far as the limited resources of tile founder allowed. Courses of
study, textbooks, and organization were for a long time almost ex-
clusively English. -Presidents went to England to raise money to
carry on the wprk on the home field. Colle-ge professors were either
importea from 11:nglaild oil Scotland, and in many instances returned
t here, as was tie ease with a long line of men at the College of Wil-
liam and Ma ìy, or they traveled to England to obtain the education
necessary to .1411 their positiqns.

Professors éducated at Oxford\pr Cambridge or any other uni-
versity must have been interested inqhe applicalion of their foreign
experiences on their return arid would naturally have transplanted
the traditions of the day, so far as it was possible, to the American
institut ions to which they came. At the same time they were engaged
in correspondence -with foreignJeaders, and so aliftrough the period
under consideration reflection); of the intellectual life abroad will
be apparent.

agebra.---From the middle of the' seventeenth century
works on algebra were being published, and prominent teachers were
presenting the subject. In 1707 Sir Isaac Newton's woric on algebra
and the theory of equations, the Arithmetica Unireiwallg, appeared;
and it was followed by an English translation in 1720. With the
unparalleled reputation of Newton and the genius of his discoveries
this work must have taken a strong bold on the algebraically minded
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2 ALGEBRÁ th THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

teacher. It seems.inevitable that the firsi quarter of the eighteenth
century should have :Alen some beginnings of algebra as well as
fluxions in American schools and colleges.

The earliest formal piece of work in American alObra growing
out Of this English influence is found in a set *of notebooks prepared
under the direceion of a native ,kmerican who went to England to
continue studies begun in his undergraduate days.
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Chapter II

ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1730

Arithmetic votebooks.The custom of keeping notelmoks for
school subjects was well-nigh universal ¡hiring the eighteenth cen-

ury. One 'of the,se subjects was arithmet and arithmetic note-
Looks are commonly found in libraries and collections of Americana.
They' are sometimes so exquisitely prepared by hand that they ap-
pear to be the work of _a craftsman in printing. One ' of the earliest
of these books is that of Robed Bale. and it hears the colophon
"'Hie End of this Treatise of Arithmetick, begun by me Robert
Hale, Feh. %23,17-18/9 Ended Nov. 11-19." It contains treatises
on arithmetic-, metaphysics, physics, geography, anti plow-
try.' Only Occasionally is a section on algebra numbered aniang the
contents of such a hook.

Alychlyt votebooN.With the comparative rarity Of algebraic
material, the discovery' of a complete nainuscript notebook ov
algebra as early as 1739 greatly enriched pur knowledge of that
subject in America. The manuscript referred to was foun(kin the
museum .housed in the old jail in rk Village. Maine. It is a

manuscript. on algebra by Samuel Lang( 1. at one time president
of Harvard College: and the original of it was prepared, as later
evidence.will show, by isaac Greemwood, for .several years pro-
fessor of matLematics ,find natural philosophy of the same insti-

.

talon.
The value cif this manuscript was considerably enhanced by the

further discovery, the Ntanuscripts Americana at Harvard Uni-
versity, of another manuscript On algebra. which so closely resembles
the LaVon one as to leave no doubt that the .two notebooks w.ere
taken from the same original. The Harvard manuscript AS written

'American Antiquarian Society.
'Robert Hale was graduated 'from Harvard in 11211 and this probably represents the

nnithematleal work that he took during his freslunal or Sophomore year.
3 David Dugene Sn\ith. "A tahapse at Warly Algebpi." Nehool and Suefetp,.

Jan. 5, 1918. This article fully describes Oil manUscript, and description herein
contained will necesatirily-covor the fame ground, although it be the result of a study
made bv the author.
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4 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

by James Diman, who was for a time the librarian of Harvard Coh
lege, and contains the date 1730.

The existence of two such manuscripts is a. matfer of great im-
portarice in the history of American mathematics. One manuscript
might have been the work given to a 'private pupil by the professor
at Harvard, but two similar manuscripts written at different times
during the same professorship afford unmistakable proof tl)at such
work was baing taught during the period of this'particular man.

The Langdon manuscript consists of 75 numbered pages, .with
unnumbered pages forming a front caver and 18 unnum-
hered pages at the end. The, 'fitter contain no notes, except
one leaf. The pages are 14.7 cmi by 18.7 cm., and the book con-
sists.of .48 leavels, three-fourths of one leaf having been cut out. by
the author. On the front cover appears the inscription: "Samuel
Langdon's Book, July- 25, 1739," and on the reverse of this leal are
the words: " Algebra by Isaac Greenwood, M. A. Began July 25,
1739." A colophon *reads: " Finished writing Algebra August, 17,
1739. Algebrae Finis."

The. Diman manuscript consists of 4 unnumbered pages followed
by 125 munbered pages, 16 cm. by 19.3 cm. In the upper right-hand
corner of the first. 'page is the: inscription : ".Tames Diman's Book
1730/31." In large writing on this same page appears the title: " Al-
gebra or Universal Mathematics reviewed 1738 with Notes and Addi-
tions." The third page has the follo.wing note: " Books perused in
ye review of my Vgebra made in 1738. 1. Harris Lexicon Technicum.
2. Chambers Cyclopaedia.. 3. Wolfius Elementa M4ffieseos Uni-
vers." The work ends on page 1.25 simply with "Finis.'" The ap-
parent difference in the lengths of the two books is due to a differ-
ence in the size and closeness of the Ntriting and not io a difference
in the ampunt of subject matter, the Diman manusq4t 'having
only six pages not foil* in Langdon.

.

the.I8aac Greenwood.Interest always attaches to person'alities of
men connected with any work, and so we shall first give some accou
of the three men whose name§ appear On these two manuscripts. ban
Greenwotid iras born in Boston in 1702, and was graduated arHar-
vard in 1721. Three years later he received the A. M. degree. -In
1727 a professorship.of mathematics was created at Harvard through
the benefaction of Thomas Hollis, of London. As is still and proba-
bly eveewill be the custom, the college authorities sougheamofig their
own graduates a brilliant student to fill the chair. 'They were unani-
mous in their choice of Greenwood. A. visit tso England about this.
time enabled- him to qualify himself more perfectly for the expected
appointment. He received it, and an entry in the " Minutes of the

.
k
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ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1130

College Officer" under date of 1728, February 13, reads, " Mr. Isaac
(ireenwood installed profesoir.'14

In 1729 Greenwood published anonymously a work on arithmetic.°
This was the second arithmetic to appear in the American Colonies
and the first by a native American. The'collegé notes above referted
to contain' another entry, " N. B. dismissed July 13, 1138, died at
Oiarleston, S° CarolinaliOcto. 22, 1745." His dismissaf came as the
result of his having ben " guilty of many acts of gross intemperance,
to the dishonor of God and the great hurt and reproach of the
society." Theie seems to have been no question about Greenwood's
abilities. Both the caiise of education which-he was serving so well
and his own career in life were the losers by his weakness 9f will
and unfortunate appetites.

'Samuel Langdon.Samuel Langdon6 was born in Boston in 1723,
entered Harvard in 1736, grachiated in 1740, and received the degree
of A. M. in three 3Pears. He tudied divinity for a time at the college
itself, and in 1745 was licensed to preach. The University of Aber-
deen conferred upon him the honorary degree of S. In 1774
Langdon became president of Harvard Colkge, and his name ap-
pears for the first time on thc Harvard copmencement program for
1776. It must have been a satisfaction to have dedicated to him
as president the first, sheet of commencement theses to appear after
the Declarati6n of Independence, for he was heart and soul in sym-
pathy with the principles of the American Revolution. These patri-
otic sympathies led in they end to his'forced resignation as president
in 1780. He spent the remainder of his life as minister at Hampton
Falls, N. H., where be die.d and was buried in 1797.

James Diman. hiiiies Diman,7 was born m 1707 in East Hampton,l'i
Long Isbuid. In 1730 1w, ff iraduatc from Harvard, and in 1733 re-
ceived the degree of A.; APF. He was appointed librarian in 1735 and
served until the spring of 1737. In February of that year he was .

called to the pastorate of the Second, or East, Church in Salem, .

his ministry continued for over 50 years. We see, therefore,
that Diman took part or all ()this college course during Greenwood's
term of service and later w)is associated with him in an official
capacity.

The earlier date, 1730-31 on the Diman manuscript occurred dur-
ing Greenwood's first years in his professorship, and hence there is

-

.4 Harvard University Library.
g See page 68 for conclusive evidence on the authorship of this arithmetic. The copyof this mirk in the New York Public Library contains,. in several places, "Willis. his Book 1733." Willis graduated from Harvard in 1735 and no doubt used the

book in his college course.
I See F. B. Sanborn. Dr. Langdon (1723-1797), 1904, for a full description of Langdon's

life and connection with Harvard College.
Account taken from A, C. Potter and C. K. .Bolton. Librarians of Harvard College;

2647-4877, calEbridge, 1897.

';.D.
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.6 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

every reason to believe that Greenwood was using this algebra mate-.
rial at least.as early as 1730. The other date, August, 1738, on This
same manuscript was just after Greenwood's withdrawal from the
college and during Diman's pastorate at Salem. A. comparison of
the two shows that the Diman manuscript contains just a small sec-
tion thiq is not found in the Langdon oile, and so Diman added little
to the original in his review. Langdon's book was made about a

NI,
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Symbols given in the Diman (1730) manuscript from Harvard College

year later, in July, 1739. Both manuscripts seem to be careful
copies of work ?one earlier at Harva.rd. '

Introduction of the Harvard manascripts.---We turn now to a
description and comparison of the.Diman and Langdon manuscripts.8
Both algebras open with an " Introduction," which begins as follows:

1. This Science is called Alkebra from two or three words en r Arabian
Lankunge, w" may be interpreted either the Art of Restitution, & Comparison;
or ),,' Art of Resolution & Equation. It 14 also known by various other Names.

°The quotatioba given are from the earlier manuscript, that by Diman; citations from
the Langdon one would be practically the,same.
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ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1730

The first yt wrote upon this Subject, in Europe, termed it y' Rule of Restitu-
tion & Opposition; Since, it has been calléd by some, the Apalytick Art; by
others, Specious Computation; Regula Rei et 'Census; ye4 great Art ; Modern
Geometry; Universal Mathematicks Re. (Di/nan, p. 1 ; Langdon, p. 1.)

This introduction shows an interest on the pari of the author of
the original in the history of the subject. For this history he drew
directly from John Wallis,9 or from some work founded on Wallis.

7

Symbols given in the Langdon (173U) manuscript from Harvard College

The paragragh cited shows a strong resemblance to the opening para-
graph in the article on algebra in Chambers's Cyclopaedia."

Symbols.---A page of "Algebraical Characters" follows the in-
troduction. Attention ist (tiled to the interesting features of this
table of symbols; to the -bar which is the only sign of aggregation

°John Wank'. A Treiatise of Algebra. both, Historical and Pructica
10E. Chambers, Cyclopaedia. Second edition, London, 1738.

London, 1685.

.
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ALGEBAA IN THE EIGITTLENTH CENTURY

used; to the symbol for continued proportion ; to those Tor inequality,
unequal paraljel lines met at one set of extremities by a vertical trans-
versal ;" to the capital S turned on its side to indicate the difference
Igetween a and b; 12 a2x5 is explained to rnéan " a invold to ye 24 x

to ye 5th power & joined in one product," although the more common
.form aa is found, and frequently even such forms as aaaaa, showing
the difficulty in adopting the representation by the exponent. Later
in the manuscripts, it is curious to find the powers of x y up to the
sixth in this' latter form, so that the sixth power reads xxxxxx
Cxxxxxy-15xxxxyy-20xxxyyy+.15xxyyyy---Cxyyyyy+ yyyyy (sic)

and then to find the seventh, eighth, and ninth powers in the present
day form. (Diman. p. 27; Langdon, p. 19.)

Topic8.The. topics reproduced as they appear in the two manu-

scripts are set Clown to show the similarity between them. They are

paired except when die topics are identical, a blank space indicating
that the topic is omitted. The first membei. of _each pair is taken
from the Diman manuscript, the second from that by Langdon.

Notation; Algebraical Caracters, Algebraical Characters ; Addition of Inte-
gers; Subtraction, Substraction.; " Multiplication of Algebraic Integer, Multi-

plication of Algebraick Integers; Division ; Algebraical Fractions, Algebraick
Fractions; Addition. & Subtraction of Fractions, Addition & Substraction of

Fractions; Multiplication of Fractions: Division of Fractions; Involution of

whole Quantit.ies ; Involution of Fractional Quantities, Fractional Involution ;
Evolution of whole Quantities ; Fractional Evolution; Binomial Quantities;
Involution [of binomial quantities] ; Promiscuous Examples [the examples
aree found but not the heading] ; [Heading not given, but two fractions are
included in the set of examples], Involution of Binomial Fractional Quantities;
Multinomial Quantities; Involution [of multinomial compound quantities] ;
[No heading but the statement : " Fractional Compound Quantities are qlso
Involved in 37° same maner 1, Fractional Compound Quantities; Evolution,
Evolution of Multinomial Quantities ; Surd Quantities; Notation [(if surds] ;

Reduction of Surds; Multiplication of Surds; Division of Surds; Addition
and Subtraction of Surds, Addition and Substraction of Surds; Compound

Surds ; Multiplication of Binomial Surds, ; Division in Compound
Surds, ; Equation; iteductiön of Equations; Reduction by Addition ;
Reduction by Subtraction, Reduction by Substraction; Reduction by 'Multi-

plication; Reduction by .Division-; Reduction by Involution; Reduction by
Evolution ; Reduction hy Analogies to Equatlon & e Contra ; The Method of

Resolving Algebraical Questions; General Rules Concerning ye Reduction of

Equations; Simple Equations; The Solution of Adfected Quadratick- Equations,
Mr"Oughtreds method'of solving adfected Quadraticks, Mr. Ought-

reds method of solving axlfected Quadratics; The Solution of Adfected

Equations by taking aWay Y Second Term, The Solution of adfected Equa-

" These symbols are used by William Oughtred in his Claris lle(hentatice, p. 166,
London, 1648.

"This symbol WW1 used flrgt by Oughtred, loc. cit., Eu. 2, 1652.
"Diman 'uses the spelling "subtraction," while Langdon uses "substraction." The

latter is used tliroughout Greenwood's Arithmetic. For a discussion of the spelling of

these words, set) David Eugene Smith, History uf Mathematics, 2 vole., Boston, 1923-24,
hereafter referred to as Smith, History, II, 95.

8
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ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1730

tions by taking away the second term; The Solution of Adfected Quadratick
Equations by ye method of Compleating y' Square, The Solution of Adfected
Ouadratk Equatiotis by ye Method of compleating ye square; Questions, Ques-
tions producing adfected Quadratick Equations; The Resolution of Cubic
Equations, The Resolution of Cubick Equations; Cubic Equations by Substitu-
tion. Cubkk Equations by Substitution; Cubic Equations by Tryalls & Depres-
sion, Cubick Equations by Tryals & depression ; 'The Solution of Irregular
Cubic's, The Solution of irregular Cubicks The Method of Converging Series,
The method of.converging Series and Approximafion : I of Simple
Roots; , II of Adfeeted Equations; Mr Itaphson's Theorems for
Simple Powers [not so designated, hut all the Rephso'n formulas are given]:
Mr. ltaphson's Theorems for adfeeted Equations; Dr Halley's Theorems for
Solving Equations of all sorts, Dr. Halley's method for solvitt equatims of
all sorts; Concerning the Method of resolving GeometiVIO Problems alge-
braically. Concerning ye method of solving Geometrical Questiong Algebraically.

Treatment of topie8.Many interesting passages show the spirit
and subject matter of these two notebooks, and at the same time
multiply the evidence boiring on fheir common, sources Some im-

,
portant ones will be totiched upon.

The clearness of explanation throughout may be illustrated by the
treatment of signs in addition and subtraction, which begins as
follows:

The reason of y* Operation in Algebraical Addition and Subtraction may be
easily understood by considering ye affirmative and negative Quantities like
opposites as y° Case is in Ballancing accompts. (Diman, p. 7; Langdon., p. 5).

Involution of Binomial. Quantities. . . . Consequently if ye Numeral
figures of Coefficients could he found y° whole might he performed without
multiplication and this is done by y following Problem. To find ye Coefficients
in Binomial Powers. Rule. Multiply ye Coefficient into ye Index of ye Power
and Divide that Product by ye ,Number of terms, counting horn y° left hand,
and y° Quotient will he y Coefficient-or Numeral Figure of e next successive
Quantity. (Diman, p. 27; Langdon, p. 18).

Iri.ationnl Quantities. are noted thus., 2 weh is 2 wm ye Sign of Irration-
ality before It. . . There is also another way of marking surd Quantities
where Roots are expressed without ye Radical sign by their Index, this is
founded upon ye manner of expreskting Powerr, thus as J.' signifies ye
Square, -Cube & -111quadratick of : so ./j, aj, .11 will accordingly signify y°
Square, Cube and Riquadratick Root of x. . . . and w° at any time there is y
Sign of Irrationality prefixt to mixt 'Quantities with y' sign of Insepera-
tion (sic) over ym thus: In 3 7+V it is called n universal Root. (Diman,
p. 33f; Lang(1on, p. 23f.)

There are seven methods of " Reduction of Equations." "The
seventh, " Reduction of Analogies to Equations & e Contra," is
illustrated by Ex. 1:
Reduce ye Analogy x : 4 : 2x, 4 X 4 = 16, x X ex = 2xx

'
227=16=8 per, 16 :

2
Euclid, za=8 Dhnan, p. 59; Langtion, p. 31).

Under " The, Method of Resolving Algebraical Questions " we
find

9
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10 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

This part of Algebra is wholly arbitrary & everyone is left to himself to
pursue his own particular Genius and way of thinking, which is so far from
being a Defect yt.it is one of y Chief Excellencies of this Science, which may
from hence not unjustly be called a sublime way of Reasoning. (Munn, p. 62;
Lang(Ion, p. 33).

Eight rules precede the set. of questions under " Simpk Equations,"
and these are accompanied by illustrative examples, employing letters
throughout. The method employed in the questions can best be
understood by examining one of them. This oné bears the same
number in the two manuscripts.
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Introduction to cubic equations in the Diman (1730) manuScript from Harvard College

Quest. 25. I am a Brazon Lyon,_ink two Eyes, & y° Sole of my
Right foot, are so many several Pipes, which fill a Cistern, y° Right Eye in 2
Days, 34 Left in 3, & ye Sole of my foot in 4, hut my Mouth can fill it in 6
hours, tell me in wt. time all these to-gether, my mouth, my Eyes and my foot
will fill )7° Cistern. (Diman, p. 77; Langdon, p. 41.)

The unknown x is taken for the number of hours sought, and

1 1-9 '9 ac
4 for the part of the cistern filled by the respective pipes.a o

From these fractional values an equation is formed and a general
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ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1730

solution in terms-Of b, c, d effected. In the value of d so fc;und,
numerical substitutions are made. This is the usual procedure in
the solution of the questions Dimon gives 26 such problems tò be
solved, while Langdon gives 30. Twenty-two problems are alike
in the two works. 'The problems are mixed in their nature, Diman
favoring somewhat the more mechanical kind and Langdon the more
practicalpractical for the day in which they trose, if not for theirs
nor for ours. They include age. merchants trading for linen and
pepper, lumbers multiplied, divided. and operated upon in a variety
of ways, the vintner. the man who found poor persons at his door
ready to receive alms, (:loc,ks, the shepherd in time of war, cisterns,
noblemen traveling for pleasure, the gentleman Nvho hired a servant,
a general setting his army in square array. t persons discoursing
about their money, and partnership.

"Adfected Quadratick Equations are considered under three
forms, and "Each of¡these Forms may be Resolv'd 3 several ways."
The first of the methods shown is:

Oughtreds" Method of Solving Quadraticks . . . Rule. Ili1t Iply y* ab-
solute Number by four & add t hereunto ye Square of y" Differential Quantity,
y Square Roat of y" minus y" Differential Quantity being divided by two, is
ye Quantity Sought. Diman, p. 78; Langdon. p. 431.

The second methml is " The Solution, of Adfected Equations by
taking away ye Second Term." (Dimon, p. 81; Langdon, p. 46.)
In this method yV., (1 is substitt¡ted in the equation ,r2-Ed.r=m,

y2.....yd+1/2 d2,,r 2 and y2771+14 d2 or On _4_ 1/4 d2.whence
The labor involved in removing one term is admissible only from

the standpoint of the interest inherent in a different manner cif so-
lut ion.

The third of the, three methods given for the treatment of the
quadratic equation is " The Solution of Adfected Quadratick Equa-
tions by ye method of co'mpleatinj4- ye Square." This method is thè
familiar one known by tHe same titje at the present time. A set of
25 problems follows these three methods, and tlw two manuscripts
agree in the problems tind in the order of them with a single excep-
tion. It is of especial interest to note that, in connection Nv.ith the
solution of question 7 of this set, the LAngdon manuscript (p. 49)
gives an imaginary liumbtr in the result. This is the only approach
to an imaginary in either of the manuscripts, and indicares scholar-
ship on the part of the autluir of the.notes as well as ability on the
part of his NO.

" Oughtred's Claris Ilathonatiter consistsfor the aloe pnrt of the solution of quadratic
equations. On his treatment of these equations, see F. Capri, William Otwhtred, p. 29,
Chicago, 1916."N%444

95337°-24-2
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12 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Subject matter of an advanced nature.--Up to this point the sub-
ject matter has been largely that of the latter-day secondary schools,
although the -spirit of the texts is in many respects more mature.
The next topic is usually included to-day in a college course in
algebra and shows that work of a high order was being done at

4

Introductioir to cubic equations in the Langdon (1730) manuscript from Harvard College

Harvard in 1730. It begins with " The Resolution of Cubic Equa-
tions.

The first method employed in the solution of thése equations is
that of Substitution. (Diman, p. 94 ;-Langdon, p. 54.) An outline
of the problem solved in modern form reads as follows:
Given x)-1-120er-300=3714544. Let =b-f-c.
Then (b-f-c)s-WO (b+c)*---300 (b+c) =874544
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Or b1-1-3b2C-4-3bel+c'E 12(11)2+2 WK. +120c3--300b 300e= 371 4.544

3714544 b=100
Substituting in all terms :1)ntaining b alone,

b3+120V-8001)= 2170000
3714544-2170000= 154 PP/ 1st Dividend

Substituting for b Iii all terms which in c with some other 11%tter or nnmber
3b1 +31)+2401) + 120=5-'1120

Then 1544544 ±5-11120=20=c
Substituting valiíes of b and e in all the terms containing r,

31,c+Sbe-Fc3+240bc+120e:100r= 1250on0
1544544-1250000= 294544 2nd Dividend

40

13

Then make b equal the former b+r or 120
Substituting for b in the terms containing e,

81)1+3b+240b+ 120-300=7 2180
294544+72180= , a new o

'Substituting for b & e again in the terms containing o,
81,c+Sbe+e-i-240bc+12001-30Ww 29 4544
294544-2945 Vi=0 Hence x=124.

The second method of solvin4r cubic equations is by " Tryalls and
Depression," and this is 'virtually an application of the remainder
theorm. With the third method, " The Method of Converging
Series," the more difficult handling of these equations appears. As
defined in the book,

. *

The Method of Converging Series is an Approximation, or orderly approach
nearer & nearer e Truth y° more one wo?ks on ad Intinitum, by wch %means any
Equation wt soever either Quadratick, Cubic, Biquadratick, Sursolid &c may be
answeed to any degree of exactness. (Dirnan, p. 102 ; 1Langdon, p. 60).

After some further general remarks on this method, there follows
"Mr Raphson's 25 Theorems for Simple Powers." The theorem for
"ye Biquadratick " is applied to extract " ye Biquadrate of 90." In
addition, there are" Mr Raphson's Theorems for adfected Equations.
(Diman, p. 108; Langdon, p. (2.) The biquadratic equation aaaa
Parr= is solved." Tp last section of this part of the work is
devoted to " Dr Halley's la Theorems for SOlving Equations of all
sorts." (Diman, p. 110; Langdon, p. 64.) They are theoPems for
obtaining approximate roots of numerical higher equations.

Geometric prob8.The book closes with a section "Concern-
ing the Method of resolving Geometrical Problems Algebraically,"
a section which showshow completely Oometry 'was under the sway
of algebra during the eightéenth century. In the opening para-
graph, the author writes:

But in Geometrical Problems IR thol sufficient to note only such Particulars
as; are necesivry to lead y Geometritian to some .known Thedrem, whereby

1===ftalIle
a Joseph Raphson, who published in 1690 a work entitled "AnalyitiR nequationum

swirersalia," in which he modified Newton's method of finding the approximate roots of it
numerical equation.. For a discussion, see F. rajori, Oughtred, p. 140.

10dmund 1itkiley, the great astronomer. lie was also deeply Interested in geometry
and algebra.

.

Is

116



14 ALGEBRA IN THE tIG*TEENTII CENTURY

y" solution may he made. And to facilitate this I must advise ye Student
always In Geometrical affairs, to consider ye unknown Quantity as really
known. Then Comparing y° several Quantities in ye Problem, note how they
are related either directly or by Consequence of any of Euclid &c Demon-

rations. (Diman, p. 114; Langdon, p. 65).

wenty-four problems of a geometric nature fóllow: Diman uses
Latin throughout this set, while Langdon continues to use the
English language. The problems are the same and are numbeNd
alike in the two manusoripts. No statement of the problem in words
precedes the solution, except in one instance. The diagram in each
case is clearly marked. a.nd the data given by reference io the dia-
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Geometric Problems solved by nwans of algebra In the Dimun (1730) manuscript
film Harvard College

gram: The problem shown would read, " Given the triángle ABC,
with the altitude CD upon the base AB. Let a circle with center

40 and radius DA cut CD jill E, and ta circle with center D and radius
DC cut DB in F." 7 Given CE and FB equal to a and b respec-
tively and AC : BC :: a : d. Required the value of CD in.terms
of a,b, and d. AC-is represented by y and CD by x, and the problem
is solved by app1i6ht*s of the Pythagorean theorem and the given
data.

Langdon uses a triangle in which CD equals DB, and hence FR is Incorrect.
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ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1730 15

Tliere are scattered throughout the exercises knnny -facts from
Euclid, both definitely referred to and implied. We can not. doubt
that the pupils who studied this algebra, writing out these manu-
scripts as textbooks, had already taken a good course in geometry.

iSources of material.The sources from which Greenwood drew
his material can not, of course, be known with any assurance. Cera.
tain -striking resemblances to texts of the day which appear $o be

Geometric probleme solved by means df algebra iu thp Langdon manuscript from
Harvard College

more thau merè coincidences may be indicated and indeed some of
these- haiTe been referred to in the descriptiop of the manuscripts..
Hints are given by the writers. As already noted, »iman states
that he used in his review Harris, Wolfius, and Chambers's Cyclo-
Nedia. Langdon at the end of the manuscript, on the inside of
the last cover leaf, 'states that " The Diameter of a Circle being
supiposed, the Circumference is expressed by the following figures--
vide Chamb. Diet.," and then gives the ratio of the circumference
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of a circle tp thv diameter correct to 32 decimal places btft without

using any symbol for the ratio.
The bodies of the manuscrilits furnish clues to further soKees

of material, for in them appear the names of Raphson, Oughtred,

and Dr. Halley. In all probability Greenwood had access to the

original works of these algebraists and may have brought copies

of them back from England. In addition to these names, we lin4

" Such Demonstrations as may be found in approved .AutImrs such

as Euclid, Apollolius, Archimedes." (Diman, p. 62; Langdon,

p MI)et
A reference to Chambers has already been nuNe, showing that

this cyclopedia may have been drawn on for the history of algebrx.

The meaning of universal root is given in practically the same

words as those used in Cb.ambers, viz " : : 2, which lktst

isfcalled an universal root." Under tlw topic "Reduction of Surds"

two rilther unusual terms hderoyeiwal and holnog.emal, are em-
s-,

ployed, which seem to have been taken frpm this sourcT.

It is easy to believe that Greenwood drew some inspiration, if not

actual subject matter, for the section on "Geometrical Problems".

from Raphson's translation " of Sir Isaac Newton's Arithmetical; pi-

ver808. A comparison of Certain introductory matter to the geo-

*metrical exercises found in the t*o works follows:

In the firstollace, therefore, the Calculus my be assisted.by the Addition and

`Subtraction cif Lines, so that from the Values of the Parts you may find the

Values of the whole, or from the Value of the wholp and one of the Parts, you

may obtain tile value of the other Part."
I. The Calculus may be assisted by y" Addition and Subtraction of Lineg.

so yt from y" values of ye Parts 37" value of the whole, or from ye value of y'

whole and one of 'ye Parts, ye Value of y" other Part may lie obtained. (Diman,

p. 114 t; Langdon, p. 61 f.)

The other two parts show the same similarities.
One of the successful and well-known teachers of mathematics of

the seventeenth century was an' Englishman by the name of John

Kersey (1616-1671). He was the author of an algebra which -was

entitled: The Elements of that Mathemat.iral Art commonly called

Algebra. Thefirst edition appeard in 1673, and it was followed by

other editions. On itp publication, this work became a standard

authority.
An indication that Kersey's algebra was used by Greenwood in

preparing his algebra notes was given by a reference in one of the

tivo miinuscripts. In stating the rule for the coefficients in the ex-

a

Unirer8a1 Arithmetick . Translated froin the lAtin by the late Mr. Rapbson

and revised and corrected by Mr. Cunn, London, 1720.
ID Ibid., p. 89 f.
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ALGEBRA AT HARVARD IN 1730 17

pansion of a binomial, Langdon (p. 19) says : " This is done by ye
following rule, give9 by Sr. Isaac Newton, see p. 139." -kersey's
algebra is without doubt, the authority referred to. Page 139 of that
work consists of "A Table of Powers produced from the Binomial
Boot a+e." Further, the order of the chapters and the sublli:adinks
under them are in practically every detail those given 1?y Kersey, and
the manuscrijAs agree with tlfis algebra in every one of the symbols
used.' All of the 28.probleins under " Simple Equaons" in Kersey
are found either in Dinkan or Langdon.

Greenwood was eclectic in his teaching, gleaning here and there
the mateljal best suited for the asttuction of his students. Evidence
of his wide acquaintance With writers of books on mathematics and
of his wisdon'i in the choice of subject inat ter are showri by this com-

parison of his work with some of the authors of the day.
Algebra in the Harvard eon I's-1%-T-*The I wo manuscripts under dis-

cussion bear a 'close resemblance to each other, Iota they differ enough
to indicate that the individualities of the students themselves played
a part in the.fin-al productions. They are both unquestionably based

on a set of notes prepared by Professor Greenwood to use in a cours(
al Harvard. Had he lived out, his -.professional fe, it is altogether

-probable that we should have had from hAll pen the first printed work
on a lgeibra written by a nat ive nAtican.
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Chapter III
THE NOTEBOOK OF A PRINCETON STUDENT 1,

PhiliNFirkers The journal and letters of Philip Vickers
Fithian 2 have iwen drawn upon extensively for pictures of life in
Virginia during the time that he spent there as tutor in the hom6
of Colonel Carter at Nomini Hall. It is not genenilly known, how-
ever, that among the papers relating to Fithian there is to be found
a collection of problems which gives an insight into the work
algebra that was being taught in the College of New Jersey (now.;
Princeton UniversiV) while he was a student there..

Philip Fithian was a student, at the College of New 'Jersey from
171.0-1772, studied theology 1772-73, and taught in Virginia for the
year 1773-74. In July, MG, he enlisted as a chhplain in the Ameri-
can Revolution and served under Washington during the battles
of Long Island and Harlem Heights. Ile died near Fort Washing;
ton, October 8, 1776, in his twenty-eighth year.

Fithian kept a careful- diary up to the time of his entrance to
college 4nd again'after he graduated, especially during his stay in
Virginia. It is unfortunate that-there is rfo trace.of a jourhal kept
during the years that he fllent in college. Some incidental refer-
(flCe,S throw light on the studies that he was pursuing. That be was
familiar with several branches of mathematics is shown' by. the fol-
lowing extra'ct from his Miscellany:

glt

A neciamatipn on the Dliffieulty of Composition ; the second In tlie .1,unior
Winter prono need at Nasssti Hall. January 10th Anne 1771 . . . And when
all Is done, I think It full a's hard to become a compleat Master of the first
of those divisions, that is to be able to make a prOlier and concise Introduction
to a Sn:ject as to become a compleat Proficient 6'in Algebra and Fluctions:

as old Euclid tens us In his 16: prop; Lib. 3 ls sufficiently eVident.
9.

I The earliest reference to algebra at Princeton is found in a set of letters written rill
1750, 1751. 1752, 1 753, by Joseph Shippers. a student at the college, .to his father and
other friendiC In a letter of the Sth 'of June (1750) he says: " Laotian learn Horace in
a little .Nhile,". . but my time is filled uptin studying Virgil, Gr&k Testament, and
Rhetoric, so that I have no time hardly to 11nI over any French, or Algebra, or any
Engliph book for my Improvement." John Mitcleitn. History of the Co1lrfic of Nevi
Jergra . . . 1. p. 141, Philadelphia, 1S77.

2 Philip Vickers Irv,. Journal and Letters 176'7-1774: Edited by John Rogne
. Williams. Princeton 1900.

3 P. V. Fithian, letters and miscellaneous papers. 1786-1776, MS. Princeton 1.7niversity
lfbr,ary.
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EARLY REFERENCES AT PRINCETON *4 19
It is apparent from this speech that algebra, Euclid and fluxions

were a part of the course in matlAnatics at the Colletiie of New
,Iersey during the period from 1770 to 1772.

Fithian's papers do not shqg anv subject matter of these branches
oaf mathematics except a set Cit problems in algebra, but such a set
implies an excellent foundation along other mathematical lines.
There are 99 problems altogether. The first 48 are heáded "Prob-
lems of Saunderson," and problems 49 through 99 are iridicated as
comin from Hill.

Saunderson problems.Tlw Saunderson problems are taken from
a work entitled : Select Parts of Professor Saunderson's Elioments
of Algebra.4 This work is an abstract of a long treatise on algebraby Niclolas Saunderson, 1e *blind mathematician. The problems
in the Fithian notebook' are found on pages 121-149 of the Saunder-:
son work, under the heading, " The solution óf some problems pro-
ducing simple equations." They resemble, the usual problems of
the day, problems relating to numbers, age, a fish, distribution of
money, debtors, hiring a servant who was to forfeit money the
days that he did not work, couriers, shepherds in time of war, and
so fiwth.

prob.lem11.The second grodp of problems is drawn from a
work by drohn Hill which ran through many editions, although
it is a curious collection of mathematical topics under the title:
"Aritlanetkk, both in the thebry.and practice . . with the ad-
dition of several 'algebraical baustions. The like not, extant." 5 *f De
Morgan" says concerning the 1745 edition of this arithmetic:

This is the seventh edition of a work of much celebrity. It seems to hawowed Its fame partly to a recommendation by Humphrey Ditton, prefixed tothe first edition (about 1712), praising it in the strongest terms. Perhaps atthis time the only things which would catch the eye are the_tables of loga-rithms at the end, and the powers of 2 up to the 144th, very'useful for layingup grains of corn on the squares of a chessboard, ruining people by horse-shoebargains, and other approved problems.'
Hill gives, on pages 365-382, ninety-nine " Problems or Ques-

tions 'in Algebra)" with neither explanations nor solutions. Fithian's
set bqns a't the forty-ninth and continues to the end, problem by
problem agreeing with the like-numbered one in Hill. Most of
these problems lead to quadratic equations. Other general features
of them incInde radicals, $roOortion, fractions, and equations of
the quadratic form. *Hence it is obvious that we have in Fithian's
noteMok a good set of exercises under the two topics "Simple and
Quadratic Equations."

4 First edition. Lolidon. 1756. The second edition, with which this comparison is made.appeared in 1V1.
6 l'ompar Non made on Mats of the, eleventh edition. London. 1772.*Augustus DeMorgan, Arithincticat Books, p. 70, London, 1847.
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20 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTUrtY

Churchill Boueton,Fithian studied mathematics under
William Churchill Houston.' Houston received his early educa-

tion in North Carolina at Alexander's Academy. He was appointed
a teacher in the Princeton Grammar School just as soon as he had
matriculated and retained his position during most of his college
course.

In 1768 Houston w;i's appointed senior tutor, and that same year
he graduated with the' highest honors. In 1771 he received the
A. M. degree. Now, .in 1768, John Witherspoon became president
orthe College of New Jersey. Under his leadership the curriculum
was enlarged by the introduction of new courses in Hebrew, French,

and mathematics. It was at this time that the professorship of
mathematics and natural philosophy, " as most inunediately

requisite," was established, and Afr. ITouston was the first man to

occupy th.e jhair. %His work went on from 1771 until the outbreak

of the American Revolution when, owing to the abandonment in

the autumn of MG of a4 work at the college, it was discontinued.

lie was a member of the Continental Congress, clerk of the supreme

court of New Jersey, and delegate to the Constitutional Conven-

tion of 1787 and to Annapolis. By the winter of 1778 Houston
was back again in his old position, which he held until 1783.

The scholarship and character of this mathematics professor

must have made a deep impression MI his students, with whom he

came into daily and close contact. And this is the man under whom

Fithian did the problems which have been preserved with his journal

and letters.

IT Account taken from. IllonfiN Allen 4;lenn, 11 illiaut Churchill HouNlon,

Norristown, l'a., 1903.
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Chapter IV

A MATHEMATICAL NOTEBOOK FRÓM THE UNIVERSITY
OF PENNSYLVANIA

"Math rompendia."Mathematics held an important
phial in the curriculum of the University of Pennsylvania during
the eighteenth century, as is shown elsewhere, and the existence of a
manuscript notebook which belonged to a student at, the college em-
phasizes the strength of this position. This notebook consists of two
volumes and bears on*its first page the words: "Mathematica Com-
pendia : or A Short System of Mathematical Literat tire, as it is taught
by Robert Pattersoq,..A. 'NI, Professor of Akthematics in The Uni-
versity of Philadelphia, Augyt 26, 1788. Sane. Miner." 1

The first volume of this work contains 170 pages, 33 emmby 19.2 cm.
It begins with "Algebra " under the date "Aug-t. 26, 1788." This
is follow-NI " Practical Geometry," " Trigonometry, begun Sep-
tember, 1788," five-place " Logarithms," " Oblique Spheric Trigo-
nometry," " Afensurat ion of plane figures including "Areti of ellip-
sis," " Mensuration of solids." and " Stereographic Project ion of the
sphere." The second volume contains 17) pages of the same dimen-
sions as the first. The subjectsureated Tie " Conic Sections," " Sur-
veying." " Navigation," and "Spheric Geometry." Fluions are
used to find the length of a curve, but there is no formal presentation
of the subject.

Out of 170 pages of the .first volume of this compendium, 71 treat -e

of algebra. The topics in the words of the text are as follows:
Definitions, Praxis on the Signs. Addition, Subtraction, Muffiplication,

Jnvolution, Evolutipn; Formation & Resolution I d Equations, Method
of resolvihg Questions that contain two Equations and two unknown (puma-
ties, Quadratic Equations, Method of resolving questions that contain three
Equations and three unknown itliLquantities, Resolution of Adfected Equation";
by the universal method of Converging Series, The manner of resolving
Equations where the unknown quantity is to se4ral powers bothIn Equa-
tions, The method of resolving questions which contain four 3quations &
four unknown quantities, and Promiscuous Question;

Throughout the text, rules are. givtln, and these are followed by
examples. Under equations, "Simpleguadratic & Adfected " are
defined in detail. Fractional sod -Mica] equations are found in

University of Pennsylltila library. Another notebook in this library contains no
name or date but gives evidence of being at least as early as thIssote.

21
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22 ALOEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

the questions which follow these definitions, but no explanation.is
offered of the special treatment whiN Yuri( be accorded them.
Eighteen 'questions exemplify simple equal ions. The treatment of
thle problems is made unnecessarily hard by the insistence on the

use of letters in the first statement of the equation and its later
working out, with the substitution of the numbers given in the
problem at the end. There are many pure& literal equations among

the sets of problems. No attempt is made to place the problems
of a geometric nattire in a special section.

The most advanced work is that under the topic " The Resolu-
tion of Adfected °Equations by the universal method of Converging
Series." The solution of the ninety-fourth question illustrates this
method and shows also the kind of work in algebra lt was being

undertaken in the University of Pennsylvania in 1788. Professor
Patterson, who compiled the material for this notebook, must have

believed in problems more than in. mechanical work. This section
on algebra, covering 71 pages, contains 110 problems. The solutions
of many of them are very long, unnecessarily so insome instaiwes.
But it is signihcant tha so much space should have been devoted
to the application of -the lgebra to problems rather than to tedi-
ous work in operations.

Robert Pilfter8on.This account. would be incomplet e without some

record of the man who worked out such a good course in mathematics
for his students. Robert Patterson 2 was a Scotchman, although he
was born in Ireland in 1743. Robert early showed promise of his
mathematical abildy. When lith had completed his first formal
schooling, he gave evidence of -his adventurous .and ambitious spirit
by setting sail for the New World. He came to the Colonies with the
firm intention of becofiling a schoolmaster and soon succeeded in im-
pressing his qualifications on the proper authorities in Buckingham,
near Philadelphia. He later removed to Philadelphia and offered
instruction to navigators in methods of calculating longitude from
lunar observations, and related matters.

During.the Americah Revolution, Patterson devoted himself to the
cause of liberty, and acted for some time as military instructor.
entered the -University of Pennsylvania in 1..79, receiving an ap-
pointment first as professor and later as vice prgvost, and remained

there for 35 years. The college honored him with the degree of IAL. D.

in 1816. After holding various offices in the American Philosophical
Society, Patterson became its president in 1819, which office he filled

until his death in 1824.
Professor Patterson was a great teacher, but he seems to have

written little'for publicatton. In 1818 there appeared a work en-

Account taken from Transactions of the American Philoaophical Society, Vol.
Series, Philadelphia, 1825. Obituary tiotlets of Robert Patterson, 11. I).
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AT THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA 23

titled: " A Treatise of Practical Arithmetic, intended for the use
of Schools; in two parts." The " Explanatory Notes " of Part I have
some interest in connect ioh with algebra. Patterson edited American
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24 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

pendix to the, edited work.3 Besides the Mathematica Compendia,
he prepared a work on navigation for the use of his students Alich
is also extant in notebook form. The title-page of this book carries
t* superscription: " Note-book of Samuel Hayes. Philadelphia,
1789. Navigation by Robert Patterson, A. M."'

If Robert Patterson had lived in a day when paper and printing
were relatively inexpensive. he would have publislwd both the " Ma-

thernatica Compendia and the " Navigation." The character of
these works called for their publication. In his long years of service

as professor in the University of Pennsylvania, be might have ac-

complished greater things by the uso of itextbooks than by the more

tedious dictation of lectures.

I Professor Cajori states that Pat terson wrote a small astronomy entitled' The Norton-
System," whkh was published in ISOM. Cajori. The Teaching and lifstury ot

Mathematicx in the United statrx, p. 66, Vashington, I S90.
Manuscript Department, Historical Socicty of Peuusylvania.
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Chaper
MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL FROM MISCELLANEOUS

SOÜRCES

3Thrutcrripts by Robert Brooke. Another set of notebooks which
were probably prepared, at least in part, under the direction of Pro-
fessor Patterson is that.by Robert Brooke. Ile is given as a non-
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, presumably of the class
of 1793.1

The first 2 f these books bears the superscription, " Robert Brooke,
His BookMarch 10, 17s3. Arithmetick." It. contains 180 pages.
.20. cm. by 33 cm., covering the subject of arithmetic in a complete
fashion. A. second book, dated 179.2, is on "Practical Geometry."

Brooke was given to dating his work rather freely, he failed
to set down any indication of the time at which he began to prepare
the material on algebra. This part of the notebook consists of 41
pages, 19 cm. by 33 cm., and has a complete set of algebra topics.
They bear a resemblance to the Mathematica Compendia by Rob-
ert Patterson, and the work was probably done under him, although
this is a briefer course. The topics are as follows:

Definitions, Praxis on the Signs, Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Divi-
sion, Involution, Binomials, Niultinomhtls, Evolution. Fractions, Simple Equa-
tions, Equations with Two Unknowns, Quadratic Equations, Adfected Equations.

The survival of earlier symbols and forms frilly be noted in this
work. The signs for inequality are the Oughtred symbcds found in
the I lorvard manuscripts, but in the opposite Order, and hence they
resemble the present-d%y symbols.%

Still another undated-book contains no name, but is unmistakably
in the handwriting of Robert Brooke. It consists of 36 pages and
deals with the "Application of Algebra to the Invention of
Theorems." These applications are made to

Arithmetic* Progression. CrOsmetrie Progression, Annuities, Compound Interest.
Extraction of Square Hoot, Mensuration of Supertiehbs, Mensuration of Solids,
and Spheric Trigonometry.

tUnivenity of PenteRplrattia. Biographical Cataloour of the Matriculates of the Col-lege 174.9-1893, XIII, Philadelphia, 1894.
'This notebook and all the others by Robert Brooke herein described are in one packagein the manuscript department, Historical Society of Pennsylvania, hereafter referred toLi Mat. k3uc. Pa.
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26 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Other notebooks by the same man are devotO to: "Applications

of Plain Trigonometry to Astronomy," " Spheric Geometry," "Appli-

cations of Astronomy,"." Dialing," and " Fluxions."
There is sufficient resemblance between the notebook on algebra by

Robert grooke and one by Andrew Porter, jr.. to warrant the indusion

of the Porter book at this point. The latter was "Andrew Porter

jun.r.'s BOok 1792." 3 Thirty-nine pages, 19 cm. by 31 cm., show.a

fair knowledge of elementary algebra and constitute an abbreviated

edition of the algebra work by Brooke. The order of topics agrees

with this same book as far as " Quadratic Equations." Only the

beading for that topic appears, and t1 work stops there. Siymbols

and forms and, in some cases, exercises are the same.

" Praeticill Mathematies."Brief mention will now be made of

such other notebooks contAing algebraic material as have been

found during a careful search in many libraries of tlw East. The

number of these books extant does not compare with the nunkr con-

taining arithmetic, and yet a bit. of algebraic material crops up in

the most unlooked for places. A set of five volumes beautifully

printed by hand, by one Thomas Sullivan, in 1796, is entitled

" Practical Mathematics." 4 Virtually every topic of interest in

applied mathematics at that time is included in these volumes, as

well as smile purely theoretical work. A collection of algebraic

problems in such a series could not prove to be other than an un-
expected treasure. Algebra is used here for its applications under

the hehding: " The Application of Algebra to the Solution of

Problems." Thee 24 problems are drawn from geometry, but are

kit of a really useful nature.
In a good piece of work on trigonometry by one Joseph

which contains the date 1740, although h another hand than that

of King, familiarity with the use of letters in algebraic Apressions

is shown. The proportion .e:y::y:z appears, followed by " Then

alz=y2 and 61-z=y." Ten principles of trigonometry are given, and

the tenth one reads: " By Algebra or Analytical Investigation."

Somewhat more extended is the algebra in " William Winthrop's

Book, began June 6, 1769," and ,carried over into the year 1770.

This book has 20 problems aqd a Ow statements, such as "jThe Sum

and Difference of any two Numbers multiply'd to-gether produces

the Difference of their squares." Later in the book there are several

pages On algebra iri Latin.
Some of these notebooks give us-siae lights on the attitudes of the

college boys who were compelled to prepare them. One 7 such book

a Riot. Soc. Pa.
4 Manuscript Departmenj, Library of CongreRs.

I Hiat. Soc. Pa.
"Harvard University Library.
I American Antiquarian Society.
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which starts: " Bought Jan. 3, 1786, Doctor Webber Philomath..8
Samuel Haven's Book, Cambridge Univprsity," ends with a telling
-Comment by Haven on the well-known quotation from Pope, as
follows:

little learning ks a dangerous thing
Drink deep, or taste not the pyerian Spring
For shallow draughts intoxicate the brain
But drinking largely sobers us again.

N. It I find rather he intoxiated than drink deeply of marhematical learning.
The AUTHOR.

The author had not drunk deeply of algebra, because-only 17 out
of 167 pages refer to that subject ;and only definitions, axioms, and
the foul fundamental operations are covered.

later student. At Harvard 461794 left even a briefer record 9 of
his work in algebra. This student was Joseph AlcKean, who was
afterwards professor of rhetoric and oratory at, this same college.

Xetthil1i;e1 Bowiltell.A notebook " by N.athaniel Bowditch 11
should be mentioned on account, of its intrinsic interest rather than
because of its bearing on the mathematical education of his day.

When Bowditch was about 14 years of age he heard a vague
account of a method of working out problems by letters instead -of
figures: he succeeded in borrowing t1ì 0 book, and was -sò mu6 in-
terested and excited by this, his first glance at algebra, that he could,
not get the least sleep durintr the whole of the next night." Bow-
ditch transcribed afl immense number of mathematical papers from
the printed TrIftwletioos of the Royal Society of Lodon and many
other scientific worksein order that he might have this material in
his personal possession, but his book on algebra gives no evidence of
being so transcribed.

. This notebook has the title : " X AT1Ie1 x BOWDITCH his Book
Aug.t 23d 1788. Ile began to learn algebra on the 1st of August,
1787." The contents a're the usual ones from " Addition of Al-
gebra" through "Solution of high adfected Equations.% The pe-
culiar character of this notebook of 114 pages is that through 80
paps of it the catechism method is used. And this seems to indi-
cate that Bowditch worked out a textbook of his own, using the sub-

, .
ject matter of other warks. Indeed,'lle refers to "Mr. Ward" in

ftSnmuel Webber. Tutor of mathematics at Harvard from 17R6-1789. Later professor
of mathematics and president of the university.

" Bus t on Public Library.
'" Boston Public Library.
"Nathaniel Bowdltch (1773-1838). Best known as the translator of Laplace's.

'Monique rellete and by inother work that WaR largely his COWIL The New American
Practical Navigator., 1802.

Memoir of the translator of the Mécanique Celeste by his Son, Nathaniel Ingersoll
Boittlftch, in Vol. IV, Boston, 1839..
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28 ALGEBRA IN Trfie, EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

several places, to " Cocker " and to " James de Billy's al gebra."

Elsewhere in his mathematical material he refers also to "Dilworth,"

and Dilworth did employ this method.
; This is such a late survival of an earlier method that one illustra-

tion of it is cited.-

Dialogue 1.
Between Philomathes & Tyrannaculus concerning addition, Substruction, Multi-

plication & Division of algebra.
P. as you understand Vulgar fractions & know the Signs & characters (sic)

you say the very first thing that I shew you will be addition.

T. how is addition in algebra performed.
1. the same as common addition provided the signs be both affirmative or both

negative as you will soon find by the four following cases.
T. I understand all but the fifth for I cannot at present conceive that +42

added to 42 can be equal to nothing. 1 should' think rather that substract-

ing them they would be equal to nothing.
P. that is your mistake for their difference ts 84 . because the Negative

sign makes void the affirmative.
T. I ask pardon but I di) not rightly apprehend it.
P. I think you are a little Dull now. Do you not remember that I told you

.that this Sign ( ) signifies a want or Deficiency so many times less than

nothing as the figures after it express.
T. Yes I do.
P. Observe then suppose you stood Indebted io a person £42 and lmd no effeets

of any tiliort tq pay the debt there it is plain you would be 42 times worse than

nothing that is have 42 times less than a real property of your own. Now if a

friend should give-you £42 to pay of the debt and -you do so still it is plain

you would hfive Nothing in hand to begin the world again with consequently

then +42 added to 42 * or Nothing.
T. I am very thankful Philomathes for so plain a demonstration.

generous' portion of the notebook is. devoted to problems of all

possible varieties. The one quoted is in rhyme, and so theibook illus-

trates the old rhyming arithmetics as well as the dialog& method.

Problem 114th. four Virtuous Damsels would be joined for life
Come Batchelors Come now and chuse a wife
Phoebe is young. Stella has charmbut hold
Astrea has Virtueolai Aurilea Gold
Proportitn Geometril their fortunes claim
Phoebe has least Aurilea, a Rich Dame
Their fortunes sum does in the margin Stand
Take Beauty Virtue youth or house and land
Divide each fortune by just twenty-four
And youl their ages Easily Explork

End of the notebook cuetom.This custom of keeping manuscript

mathematical books does not seem to have died ont until' well into&

the nineteenth century. " Conic Sections. For the use of students

in'Union College by William Allen, A. M. Prof. Math. ét. NatAPhil.

In, U. College Schenectady state of New York. Transcribed by and

for John S. Makon, Jan. 1st, 1805," contains 60 pages on advanced
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algebra." Ebenezer Gay's Property. Algeb--irir stu-
(lent notebo V which extends through cubic equations." A notebook
which recor s only the date when it was finished reads on its title
page: "End of Algebra 4 February 1813 Elisha Fuller Merrimack
AD 1813."15 Fuller's work is excellint and is carried through .the

-.solution of cubic and higher degree equations.
By the year 1814 seireral reprints of English algebras had ap-.

peared, and in that year an a1gebra:15y an American author was
published:" Textbooks were in the hands of students, and the uni-
versal custom of student textbook making had ,practically died out.
Notebooks were kept, as a student might keep a book to-day, for

. cb.work supplementary in its nature, or to meet the whims of a p-
ticular professor.

Manuscript'3 collection f Mr. George A. Plimpton.
"Ibid.
"American Antiquarian Society.
"Jeremiah Day, The Elements of Algebra, New Haven, 1i14.
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Chapter VI

COMMENCEMENT THESES
Nr-

A commencement cutvtam.---Commencement theses (!")nstitute otri.g-
inal source material of quite adother nature from that of student
notebboks. thesis has come to mean generally a completN1 essay
or dissertation presented by a, candidate for a degire.) Another
meaning, in lesis colimlon use, attaches to it, however. This meanin(
maksis a thesis tio be a statement of a proposition which is to
estafflished by argument, implying that objections may be raised
and answered. It is with this latter significance that the commence-
ment theses' of Harvard. Yale., Rhode Island CoAlege. and the College
of New Jersey during the eighteenth cesntuFy will be considered.

Several accounts of these early commencements have come down to
us. The earliest one relates to the. custom al Jlarvard in the seven-
teeth century, and,is found in two references from the_ .1(agnidia, by
Cotton Mather. It is as follows:

When the Commencement arrived, . they that *were to proceed Bacjielors,
.Cambridge ; .held their t publickly in whither the Magistrates and Ministers,

and other Gentlemen then catiiib, to put Respect upon their Exercises; And

these Exercises were besides an Oration: usually made by the President,
Orations both Salutatory amd Valedictory, made by some or other of the Com-
mencers, But the main Exercfte* were Disputations upon Que8tion8,
vherein the Respondents first made their Theses.

At the Commencement, it has been the Annual custom for the Batchelors to
publish a Sheet of Theses, pro virili Dcfmulendae, upon all or most of the
Liberalt4t rt8; among which they do, with i particular character, distinguish
tho:le that are to be the Subjects of the Publick Disputations then before thou;
and "those Thows they dedicate as handsomely as they can, to the Persons
of Quality, but especially the Ciovernour of the Province, whose Patronnge the
rolledge Would be recommended unto!

t The hest collection of commencement theses of the various universities are to lie found
in their libiltrIes as follows: Harvard, 1642-1810; Yale, 1718-1797 ; Brown, 1769-1811;
Princeton, 1752. Only one commencement broadside could be located at Princeton. The
library ))ossesses, however, a manuscript volume, compiled by John Rogers Williams, and
containing all the newspaper notices of commencements from 1748 to 1865. The account
for 1748 records that the candidafes entered upon public disputations in Latin theses
which had been distributed in printed form. Similar Recounts for many years shlw that
the same custom prevailed nt this collewb As at the other colleges of the day.

2 Magnalia (17(12) Wok IV, 128, 131. Quoted In,11enry W. Edes " Harvard Theses of
1663," Tranvietions of the Colonial Society cif Massachusetts. Vol. VI, 1897, 1898,
Boston, 1902, p. 323. .
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32 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

These theses more_than any extant material show the content and
character of undergraduatk studies during the early years in which
they were printed. It is admissible in this wòrk, however, to enlarge
only upon the course in mathematics implied in them, at the same
°time laying upon the early appearance of .algebraic truths
and ,thèir subsequent inclusion. in most of the comr;lencement pro-
grams..

Yate, nbathernatkol theses in`1718.T1 .e. two broadsides which have
been cliosen for discussion are the earlik ones from Yale and 1-far-
yard which-contain algebra.theses. The broadside for Yale of 1718
is also the earliest- one from Yale extant.4 The English translations
of the Latin theses on mathematics are introduced at this p9int.

4

NRIEMATICAL THESES, YALE, 1718
.1

a1. Mathematics is a.set of rules for computing quantity.
2. Discrete quantity is the *Wed of arithmetic, continuous, however; -of

geometry.
3. Unity is a part of numtier.
4. Ciphers to the left of a -vhole number have no value, but they decrease the

value of a decimal fraction.
5. Multiplication by a decimal fraction se§ the value of any number;

°division InCreases it.
6. Algebra is the docttine in which by comparing know9 quantities with

unknown, difficult questions of' arithmetic and geometry are easily
resolv41.*

ifliiiiamèntal7. The. parts of algebra are numeration and equation.
8. Algebraic number gives neither greatest nor least.
9. Subtracting a negative from an affirmative increases quantity.

10. The product of two negative quantities produces an affirmative. -

U. When quantities in both the dividend and divisor Epv thë same, the quo-
qient is unity.

12. An algebrarc fraction is multiplied by taking out a factor of the denomi-
.

r. p t nator.
13. What is involved by Involution is resolved by evolution.
14. In a prOportion, the prpduct of the extremes is equal to the product of the

mpans.
15. Ah equation is solved by transferting -all known quantities to one side of

the equatim. .41it

10. Primary logarithms are fprmed by the repeated extraction of the square
root.

17. Secondary logaritans are produced by the addition and gubtractIon of
primary logarithms.

18. All reOilinear triangles contain two right angles.
19. Given' thé base sand altitude, the angle .at the bas.e can not be iound by

the use of a line otesines.
20. Sines of anglps are proportional to the opposite sides.
21. Trigonometric problems can :be..aolved meet accurately by the use of loga-

rithms.

+ Franklin B. Dexter. Piographical. Sketches of the Graduates of Yale College with
Annals of the College History, October, 1101May, 17451 p. 179, New York- MO.
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COMMENCEMENT tHEsEs 33
22. A circle can be' measured in the same manner as a right-angled triangle.
413. The area of a sector can be found without knowing the area of the whole

circle.
24. Surface is width and length without depth.
25. The surface of a sphere is four tin*s the area of its largest circle.
26. The declination of a star is Its distance from the:tequator, the latitude its

distance from the ecliptic.
27. The right ascension of a star is its merilian distAnee from file beginning

of. the Ram [vernal equinox] numbered by degrees on thegrquator, the
longitude on the ecliptic.

28. The amount of time from midday to midday is not always the same.
211. The angle aethe base of a horizontal sundial must agree with the eleva-

tion'of the pole.
30. The solar pole must be elevated in agreement withthe complement of the

latitude of the locality.

Let us now examine in some &tail these mathematical .theses.
They include two general [1 2], four a.rithmetic [3, 4, 5, lll, eight

Algebraic [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,, 13, 15], seveii geometric [14, 18, 19, 22, 23,
24, 25], two logarithmic [16, 17], two trigonometric [20, 21], and five
nstronomical [26, 27, 28, 29 30] statements. Here, then, we have
inthe year 1718 algebra and trigonometry in the college course at
Yale. along with arithmetic plane and solid geometry, and astron-
omy, the last three of which had been loolied. upon for centuries as
es'sential parts of a liberal education.

The theses 'show a wide divergence in degree of difficulty. The
fourth thesis, with its statement concerning the placing of ciphers
to the left of significant figures in whole numbers and decimals, is
firobably known to every first-year grammar-school child toLday,
while the twenty-fifth, which gives the area of the surface of a

.sphere, is known only at the end of a high-school course or during
the first year in college.

The statements in geomefry show that demonstrations were in-
cluded in that branch of mathematics, and not memly geometric
ainstructions with no accompanying proofs such as form a part of
many of the student notebooks of di eighteenth century. The de-
fense of the thesis that " all rectilinear triangles contain two right
angles involves a geometric demonstration, as do most of the other
geometric statements in this set. Logarithms might have been taught
mechanically, but the law of sihes must haye been developed in con-
nection with a course in trigonometry, even if it was a limited one.
Declination, right ascension, latitude, longitude, and gnomon are all
terms that imply familiarity with mathematical and not merely
descriptive astronomy.

Algebra Owes in 17111.The algebra theses on this 1718 program
possess peculiar interest., and mustemphase be laia on their presen*
among commencement theses as barly as that year. This is, as far
as research so fat. conducted shows, the first direct evidence of the

.
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34 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

teaching of algebra in the American Colonies. By 1718 a class of
boys had studied this subject one or two or thre(*) years, and these
students were now ready to argue forithe truth of -certain algebraic
relations.

On this particular program the number of algebraic truths is
greater than that .of any other mathematical subject.. Algebra ap-
pears in the sixth statement in all its power when it takes the form
of a magic wand waved over abstrhie questions of arithmetic and
geometry. A modern dictum, that the equation is the. central topic
of algebra, occurs in the seventh thesis. In number Oght is given
one of the distinguishing characteristics .of the subje'ct, the extension
of the number system to include positive and negative quantities
without limit. The other statements lead to the conclusion that only
the initial steps had been taken at this early date. But any begin-
ning at all was a hopeful sign thgt the tutor of mathematics at Yale
had the courage to break away from the accepted curriculum and to
introduce the subject which had developed so rapidly in the preced-
ing century.
0 Samuel Johmon: and AI gehra.At. this time Samuel Johnson
(1696-1772), who was later called to be the first ,president. of King's
College (laier Columbia College and at. present Columbia Univer-
sity), was the sole tutor at Yale College:* He had been sole tutor
for two years since his appointment. in the fall of 1716, and his name
appears among the graduates of 1714 as Sannwl Johnson, Mr.
Tutor," on the Yale program of 1718. Certain notebooks and printed
books 6 contribpte to our knowledge oi the lines of work that he was
following as 'tutor.

Onenotebook in Joh4nson's handwriting carries the words: " F
Libris Same' Johnsoni Anno Dom. 1717." It contains the following
scheme of mathematicaNubjects, which he doubtless gave to his
pupils: 1111

Arithmatie Is thp Art of Numbering both of Integers & Fractions. Append-
ages hereunto are 1. Decimal Fractions. 2. Logarithms. 3. The Extraction of
Roots. 4. Algebra.

Geometry is the Art of measuring hereto belong the Treatises 1. of Trigonom-
etry Plain & Spherical 2. Geodesia of Surfaces. 3. Stereometry of Solids.

In another place in this same notebook, there occurs this list :

" Mathematicks, Arithmatic, Geometry, Algebra, Trigonometry, of Numbering
& Measuring."

Sveral very detailed outlines of the parts of mathematics an
written on the first blank pages of a copy of Sturm's 4tathe8i.B Jure-
nili8 7 which has on its last nage, "Libris Samuelis Johnsoni. C91.

I F. B. Dexter, Biographical. Sketehea, p: 123.
Samuel Johnt4on Collection, Columbia Uniyeralty library.

7. Mathesis Juvenilia: Made English from the Latin of Jo. Christopher Sturmlus. By 44
(Wry Vaux, M. D., London, 1700,
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legii Yalensis Nov. Port. Anno Dom. 11/18." rfhis work must have
yielded material for Johnson's classroom use. It is quite certain that

pupils had no textbooks, but it is to Iw hoped that no one of them
wrote concerning him what he wrote while he was a student at Yale.
This frank confession is found in a notebook dated 1714 :

Ho when I was at Colledg I was taught nothing but to be a 4bonceited Cox-
comb iik-e those that taught me. Indeed we had no Books & our 4.inorance
made us think we needed none So that. we dug everything altpost 6ut if ouron Brains as a certain Gent of those times, used to say was his way.

In September. 1718, Daniel Brown. a classmate and close friend of
Johnson, WaS chosen junior tutor at Yale, and together they carried
on the work of instruction until the following year. On the first
blank Page of a colVT of Euclid's Elements 8 is found the following
interesting indication of the ownership of the book:

Daniel Brown's Book Deer 25 1717
. Saìnuel Johnson''s Book 1718 bought of Mr. Brown

Most of the propositions in Book II of the"Elements have mar-
%

algebraicginal note'. in Brown's handwriting, giving a complete
treatment of them. At the time that Brown owned this book, he was
rector of the Hopkins Grammar School, of 'New Haven.

Nothing can be said definitely about the bearing of this algebraic
material on the course of study in either the grammar school or
Yale,. Both Johnson and Brown were excellent scholars and stu-
dents. They were also successful teachers, and enthusiastic study
led, in Johnson's case, to a reaction ien his classroom which took at.
least one form, that of the first presentation of algebra at Yale
College.

Mathematical theses at Harrard.The earliest of the extant theses
of II:iitard College which include any matkematics were printed in
1653 a.nd cover "Arithmeticae and " Gilometricae." On the set of
theses for 1708, we. find ones which read: "Arithrnetica et. Geometria
tantum sunt artes pure Alathematicae" (Arithmetic and geometry
are pure,mathematical arts), and "Astronomia est Scientia Mathe-
mitica mixta" (Astronomy is a combination of science and mathe-
matics). Conic sections enter in 1711 with the statement: " Nullus
Excentriciertis Gradus Circuluril producit, Indefinito grado Parabola
producitur" (No degree of ecceritrIc.i.ty produces a, circle, but a
parabola is produced by an indefinite degree of tccentricity). In
1719 two statements show that. fluxions had Often a °foothold; one
is to the effect. that " Fluxio est AugmentAktionis vel Diminutionis

85

Eue/ide's Elements, . . . By Isaac Barrow, D. D. London, 1705. Yohnson's librarycontains also " The Elements of Euclid . . . Written in French by . . . de Chalet'.Now made English . . . Orford, 1704." It has on the, front page " Thomas Prince 1707
Books omitted viz. 7, 8, 9, 10, 13 & Supra. Books contained viz : 1..2, 3, 4, IF), 0, 11, 12."Thep follows a list of omitted propositions in the same handWriting. Prince graduatedfrom Harvard in 1707. Was tills the textbook in geometry at Harvard In the "same yowl
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Theses from the commencement program of . Harvard College In 1721.
Six of the theses relate to algebra
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COMMENCEMENT THESES 37

quantitatum fluentium Velocitas" (A. fluxion is the velocity of an
ificreasing or (liminishing flowing quantity), and the other that
" Fluxio ex quantitate Utiente Invenitur " fluxion is found from a
flowing quantity). The theses of this same year include one on the
fourth subject of the quadrivium, denoting that music was still being
taught as a branch of mathematics. The proposition to be argued is:
"Dias et Trias harmonica stint fundamenta contrapuncti. musici"
(Harmonic diads and triads are the foundation of musical counter-
point.)

The first set of extant Harvard theses to contain algebra is that
of 1721. The theses in this broadside are classified and arranged
in the same order as/ those of Yale in 1718. Most of the mathe-
n.iatical theses are general in their nature, with few detailed facts
from the various subjects. These cover about the sanie range as
those on the Yale paper already discussed. They are presented in
two divisions, " Alatthematica Pura," and " Mathematica MiNta."
Under the former there are two general statements and three sub-
divisions, viz, "Arithmetic:I," "Geometria," and "Algebra"; under
the latter are found "Astronomia and " Musica."

Algehra. Moto? at Harvard in 1721.T1 e English translations of
the statements relating to algebra are as follows:
44, Any quantity has to be considered from two viewpoints, viz. (hither as a

number or as a magnitude; the one is the oliject of arithmetic, the other
of geometry, and both of algebra.

12. Algebra is the art of reasoning with unknown quaiitities in order to define
their relations to known quantities.

13. Arithmetic proceeds from given to required quantities; algebra, however,
from quantities sought to those given.

14. Multiplication of concrete [" concretarum" means here " that which Is
grown together quantities is when some quantity involves the multi-
plicand in such a relation as the multiplier [involves] unity.

15. In division the dIvIdend InvoLves the quotient in the same relation as the
divisor [involves] unity.

10. The moments of any generated quantity are equal to the moments of all
the generators with the exponents of their powers and their coefficients
in continued multiplication.

These theses give no ibdication of the aiwunt of subject. matter
that was being undertaken in algebra. The &blusion of number 16
shows that algebra and fluxions were closely associated. A greater
degree of maturity in the student or.in his familiarity with the sub-
ject was needed to handle these truths than would be needed to prove,
for instance, that the product of two negative quantities is an affirma-.
five quantity. A power of generalization on the basis of algebraic
facts was required to defend such theses as are here included.

Attention has already been called to .one graduate of this class of
17211" Isaacus Greenwood," as his name appears on the program.

"
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38 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
t

Whatever his later study, Greenwood must have gotten a start on

algebra in his college course that awakened a love for the subject:
This interest be passed on to his students when he became the wo-
'fissor of mathematics at Harvard College;

The recurience of certain theses on the commencement program of
thil same college and of the different colleges has an element of inter-
esi. A favorite one which occurs, with slight variations in wording,
at ale in' 1720. Harvard ip 1731, Brown in 1773, and Harvard again
in 1780, is the following: " Duo numeri bigumlrati summatim sumpti
numerum quadratum constituere non possunt." (Two biquadratic
numbers taken at random can not (onstitute a square, Yale, 17'20, 4).9

.The ctle'e et' i of pr commencementesenting theses at time continued
in force

A
Ill the principal colleges until well into the nineteenth

century. A careful examination of the theses of Harvard, Yale,
Rhode Island, College, and th.e College of New eTei*y shows that
algebra ztppears among them at frequent intervds until the custom
passed away, Its omission is apparently due to a greater emphasis
Illong another line in that year.

At. Yale, from 1739 for seveKal years, conic sections and higher
plane curves-were stressed with such theses as: " Cycloidis area tri-
plex est ejus circuli generantis" (the area of a cycloid is three times
that of the generating circle. Yale, 1739, (s), and " Parallelogramma
omnia, circa (hltae ellipseos vel hyperbolae diametros ylaevis con-

jugacas descripta, sunt inter se aequalia." (All )arallelograms de-
scribed on conjugate dianleters of ellipses or hyperbolas are equal,
-Vale, 1740, 17.)

Begitining at an earlier date, 1735, Ibirvard pandlels this Xmale

record. From that year thro,ugh 1750, a prominent place is given to
statements concerning conic sections, cycloids, semicycloids, cissoids,
spinds, and other higher Plane curves. One instance of this is the
thesis: " Conchoides, Cissoides et Curva Logarithmica habent unum
Asymptoton." (Conchoids, cissoids, and logarithmic curves have
one asymptote, Harvard, 17.1G, 24.)

14711.vions.Then 1751 shows a radical change anA a very interest-
ing .one. Fluxions occupy a leading place among the mathematical
Commencement theses to the exclusion of practically all the mathe-
matical topics that had hitherto appeared, and this subject did not
recede front its prominent position at Harvard during the eighteepth
century. The fact. that all problems in fluxions require a familiarity
with the handling Of algebraic expressions and opergtions should
not be lost sight of at any tine.

11 This Is one of Fermat's theorems. See Leonard Eugene Dickson, Eistory of the
Theory of Numbers, Vol. 14 p. 616, Washington, '1920.
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At Yale, fluxions appeared in 1758, and during 25 years thereafter
only a few sets of these lack problems in this subject. Some stu-
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Mathematical theses from the commencement program of Harvard College in 1751,
the first year in which fluxions were prominent

dent defended the following truth : " Quatenus Algebra arithmeticae,
eatenus doetrina Flutionum algebrae antecellit" (As far as-algebra
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is superior to alit lunkic, so far is the duct vine of fluxions superior to
algebra, Yale, 1n_ib2. 1(3), a thesis which require,d a knowledge of
all three branches of mat1wmatics.

This discussion may well conclude with a pronouncement which
the changes.in psychological fashions have in no way klisturbed. It
is as follows: " nathesis studium disciplinam mentis optimum prae-
bet." (Trie'st tidy of mathematics provides the best mental discipline,
Harvard, 1606, 30.)
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Chapter VU

MATHEMATICAL THESES OF HARVARD COLLEGE

,
In quite a differenl category from 'the commencement theses dis-

cussed in an earlier chapter aréthetrot6ms Presented to the depart-
ment of mathematics at Harvard College by the members of the
junior and senior classes. There are 406 sets of tibese problems ex-
tant,' the earliest one dated 1782 and the latest 1839.2 Many of
them show the signatures of men well known in later years in various
walks of life. Some provide information of conditions at Harvard
which no longer exist. All give to an unusual degree a picture of
the work in mathematics done by the students whose names they bear.

Each set of probler»hs is worked on one side of a sheet of heavy
linen paper Ni-ith body enough to make it resemble a light-weight.
cardboard. The sheets are of slightly varying sizes, 18 by 14 inches,
19.5 by 15 inches, 23.5 by 1R inches, being the measurements of n few
chosen at. random. The work is done by hand in ink, and at times
the workmanship is exquisite. Afanof the trigonometry problems
are accompanied by beautiful illustrations in color.

There are 79 sets of Problems from 1782 to 1800. The ihajority
of these seteare devoted to calculations of eclipses or to plans of
buildings. A. grn(lllate of 1796 took for his mathematical thesis:
"A North East View of the House of Samuel Webber, A. A. S.,3 and
of fhe Court House in Cambridgeby' an actual Survey." Of the 79

ts however, 13 are designated " Algebraic Problems" or " Al-
braical Solutions of Problems" or " pplibation of Algebra to the

Geometrical Solution of Problems," while 3 are simply " Alathemati-
cal Problems." Algebra problems continued to occupy a prominent
place among those in pure mathmatics for many years.

Algebra the8es.The heading "Algebraic Problems" appears for
the first time in 1786, and in this set of exercises are found four
problems, a simple one in geometry, two in surveying, and one in
trigonometry. In the follow¡ng year four students presented mathe-
matical theses, three of which are entitled "Mathematical Problems

Harvard TTniversity Library.
2 A completklist of the headings found on these sets *of problems is given in Henry

Badger, " Matqlnatical Theses of the Junior and Senior Classes, 17S2-1S39," in Bio-
graphical Contributions; No. 32, Library of Harvard University, Cambridge, 1888.

°Samuel Webber was the piofessor of mathematics at the time.
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42 ALGitBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

and their Solutions," and the fourth is again "Algebraic Problems."
This last set of 1787 will be discussed as an illustration of this
type of work. Samuel Willard, whose signature is affixed to this
mathematical thesis, gralluated in that year, and so _this group
of four ,exercises is probably representative of his course in mathe-
matics at Harvard. It is in many respects the work that would be
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expected from a good secondary school pupil of the present day.
The treatment of the algebra problem is that which, as pointed out
in connection with the notebooks from Harvard and the University
of Pennsylvan* N-as accorded problems so universally in the
eighteenth century. Here a. and e are used for the unknown gum-
tities, a usage occurring in Ward's Yeung Mathematician's Guide.4

* The next problem, "To find tfie Cube root of any proposed quan-

' John Ward. The Youu Maihrmatiqion's Guide, London, 1709 ; an titer editions.
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44 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTÚRY

tity," might have been copied fi:om that some work.5 The third
problem, emplqs six-place logarithms, but shows no use of interpo-
lation. It combines a knowledge of geonwtric facts with certain
trigonometric relations. The fourth problem is the real applied
work and shows the use of the law of sines. In the original the
diagram is cohwed with excellent taste.

Evidence drawn from the conimelcement theses goes to show that
this work by SI;inuel Witlara does not cover all of the mathematical
instruction at Harvard in 1781, for the theses of that year include

number of statements concerning fluxions. It 11111/ represent the
required work, while the more difficult courses were open only lit
exceptional students-

Other sets of algebraic probiems show such differenCes as would
arise from the need of the professor of mathematics to vary his sub-
ject matter and from the inclinations of the individual pupils.
Francis CaboteLowell, on October 30, 1792, presented two prot ns

show a love for long mechanical operations. In .one the.1
of the unknown is given in a number containing 38 digits. In the
other, the equation 45,r4 1800,r3 ,,q1564,r2 - 324000 = 324000 is
brought to a successful solution by a method of approximation, but
th6re i§ a great deal of ,tedious work before that end is attained.
The pemistence of the Oughtred symbols for ipey!ality is shown by
th9ir usé in a paper of 1793. Work of an involved nature and PVCII

of an .4.dvanced character is that on the paper of Luther Richardson
in 1799.

Such direct, evidence as the foregoing mathematical theses is worth
more in all account of the mathematics, in American colNges during
the eighteenth century than all the statements about that subject in
catalogue or college president's report. It. warrants the cpnchision
that algel3ra had obtained an established place in ithe cuhiculum,
which place it has filled from that timeiuntil the present

Ibid, p. 238 (1719).
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Chapter VIII

4

"F.

COLLEGE RECORDS AND WRITINGS OF PROFESSORS AND
PRESIDENTS

o

lgebra in manuscripts and priated:worles.References to algebra
in the Manuscript. and printed works of cpllege presidents and pro-
fessors, well as in regulatitms and laws governing courses of
study, constitute another link in the chain of evidehce showing the
recognition granted to the subject during th(' eighteenth centitry.

Harvard requirements.The earliest la*s for Harvard College
wee prepared in 1642, by President-Dunster and-included tli'e study
of mathematics but with no mention of specific .branches.' These

At-4'.laws governed tito Harvard curriculum with no .material changes
during the seventeenth century. In the early part of the eighteenth
century a professoiiship in mathematics was established by Thomas
Hollis. The first definite requiremnt of algebra at Harvard is in-
chided in the 1)rin6ples On whiclt. the chair was founded. These
principles are set down th,ps:

Rules and Orders relating to a Professor of the Mathematics, of Natural &
Expe'rimental Philosophy in Harvard College in Cambridge in New England,
appointed by Mr. Thomas Hollis of London Merchant.

1. That the Pr4.fessor be a Masfer of Arts and well acquainted with the
several parts of the 111athentatles & Experimental Philosophy.

2. that his Province he to lIztruct the Students tit ft. System of Natural
Philos4phy & a (Pollnow of ExperimentaLin which to be emnprehended, Pneu-
matkks, llydrostatickm. Mechankelis, Stait's;ks. Opticks, &e in the Elements of
Geotuetry.to-gether with theadoetrine of Proportions the Principles of Algrebia
(sle) Conic Sections, plain & (s16) Trimmmetry with the general
principles of .Mensuration, Plain & Solids in the Principles of Astronomy &
(:eowetry, 'viz, the Doetrlike of the Sphervs the use pf the Globes, the motions
of the Herivenly Bodles according to the diete'rent Hypotheses of Ptolomy (sic)
Tycho Brahe & Copernicus with the general PrinciOes of Dialling tbe DivIsion
of the World into itg various, Kingdoms with the use of the Maps, 84.c.3

Tip seconoitrule is the onl: efiv which bears directly on die ..sub-
ject in hand. It shows that the principles bf algebili were accepfed
as a necessary part of tii instrifaran in mathematics as.early as the
date on this paper, 1726. Isaac Greenwood, the first man who was

t Louis Fttnklln Snow. The College Curriculum in. the Dated State*, p. 2 [n;
place], 1907.

liarvari, College Papers, Vol. 1050-176A, fn. 18, 1726, Hartardet-Un)verelty
Library. There are 13 rules. "lb
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46 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY
OW

called upon to live up to this fine set of rules, may have had some-
thing to do with' formulating them. He was one of five Allen to
respond to,a call from Mr. Hollis to furnish pjahs for 'his projected
chair of mathematics.3 The two Harvard notebooks On algebra
already set forth attest the success of Greenwood in fulfilling the
requirement to teach algebra.

These rules guided the professoe of mathematics at Harvard for
many years. Not until 1781 are there any more- specific direPtions
adopted for his control. A committee appointed .to revise the course
of instruction voted an August 16( 17874 with respect to the sopho-
mores

41

thtit at eleven o'clock on Ferdily they attctid the Professor of Niatheitatics, to
be instructed in Algebra. anll'io be carried forward to other branches of the
Mathematics if the time allow.

And againón Qctober 16, 1788,5 that future Hollis professors Of
mathematics were to carry the classes forward by priAoate lectures,

..

in Algebra as far as through affected quadratic equations and infinite series.
Algebra, then, receives specific mention in all the laws and regula-

tions-formulated at Harvard in the eighteenth century.
lliigh Jones at William and .11ary.The College of William and

the second oldest college in the United Stzites, was founded
In 1693 at Williamsburg. Va., and the charter provided at the outset
foe a president and six profelisas. The published recol* until
recently 1ntmed the Rev. illigh Jones as the 114 professor of mathe-
matics. n earlier name in the ftculty of the c.ollege is that pf Ali%
Le Fevre, shown by the following extracts from the. letters of
Governor Spotswood, of Virginia: 7

To Mr. BLATHWAYT :

SIR : I have not had the honor of any from you since my last, but having
seen a Letter that you writt to rollo. Diggs in behalf of Mr. Le kevre, I very
gladly embraced the Opportunity of doing hon'r to your Recommendation by
getting the Governor of the Collep to receive him as a Matimuntick Pro-
fessuL.

VIRGINIA, 3hty 8111, 1712.
To theB'P OF LONDON :

. . I gave your Lord'p an account of Mr. Le Fevre's admission into the
College upon your Lord'p's recommendation. and am no\v to acquaint you that
after a Tryal of three-quarters of n yew: he appeared so negligent in all the

3 Josiah Quincy, The 114fitory of Narrated Unirersily, Vol. I. p. 399, Boston, 1S60.
4 L. F. Snow, College Curriculum, p. 84, Quoted from Col. Book S. p. 243.

Ibid., p. 270 ff.
°The researches of Dr. Lyon Gardiner Tyier, for 31 years the president of William and

Mary, have been moÇ helpful in the study of that college. They are published in The
William and Mary Quarterly.

?The Official Letters of Alezander Rpotwood, Lieutenant Ooegruor ol ihr (;ohisigi of
1710-1722. Now First- Printed from the Manuscript the Collectiops of the

Virginia Historical Society with án introduction and notes by7 it. A. Brock . . . I, pp.
108, 150, Richmond, 1882.

..
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COLLEGE RECORDS 47

pot of duty and guilty of some Other +very great irregularities, that the Gov-
ernors of the College could no longer bear with him, and were obliged to
remove him from his Office, .*.

However unworthy the gentleman was. Mr. Le Fievre was the first
professor of mathematics in an American college.

Another letter8 from GovernOT Spotswood settles definitely the
fact that the Rev. Hugh ones was established at 'William and Mary
in 1717, some 10 years before Hollis luld created a professorship of
matheniatics at Harvard. The part d the letter referring to Jon7
is as follows:

.jUNE 13, 1717.
To the BISHOP OF °LONDON:

. . . and I (10414 not y'r Lord'p is already informed that 'Air. Jones is ad-
mitted into the College accordirig to y'r Lo'p's Recommendation ; . .

'Tones was an "Englishman of university training and kept very
closely in touch with his nalive land:' His connection with Williem
and litry as professor Of mathematics was a briej one, for be left
the Colonies for England in 1722. On his return to America he
devoted himself exclusively to the ministry. In 17.24 Jones pub-
lished in Lonion a most interesting history in whose making he had
Participated, entitled The Pre.1/4ent State of Virginia.. This is the
work which holds interest for the student of the history- of mathe-

- nmtics as well as the student of colonial histoty. Referring to the
Virginians, Jones says in this work: .

They are more inclinable to read Men by Business and Conversation, ktllan
to dive into Books, and aril jor the most part only desirous of Itbarning what
is. absolutely necessary, in tho shortest and best Method.

Having this knowledge of their Capacities nd Inclinations from sufficient
Experience I have compose4 on Purpose some short Treatises adapted- with* my
best Judgment to a rours of Education for the Gentlemen of the Plantations;
conesisting in a short English 'Grammar: an Accidence to Christianity; an
Accidence to the Mathcmaticks, especially to Arithmetick in all- its Parts and
Applications, Algebra, Geometry, Surveying of Land, and Navigation.

These are the most useful Branches of Learning for them, and such as they
willingly and readil? master, if taught in a plain and short Method, truly air
plichble to their Genius; which I have endeavoured to do, for the use oelhem,
and a1t91hers of their Temper and Parts."

It will be noted that algebra is to be. found among these treatises
which Jones states that he composed. Since he holds "from suf-
ficient. Experience" that the people of Virginia are capable of
mastering this and other branches of mathematics. " if taught in a
plain and- shott Metho,d." he must have reached that opinion by
actual experience in teaching the subjects epumerated to them. And

8 Spotsood's Letters, loc. eit.. II, p. 253.
"Many letters of his are IIIiì irr British Museum catalogues of manuscripts.
10 Hugh Janes, The Prceent late of p. 44, London, 1724.
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48 ALGEBRA TN THE ETOIITEENTIE CENTURY

so it. is obvious that algebra was included in the curriculum
of the Çollege of William and Mary before the year 1722.

The treat ise on gtanaar " j extant, and a copy of it is in the British
Museum. The "Accidence to the Mathematicks" does not- appear
to have. been preserved in like manner, but the British Museum does
possess a manuscript on matkeniatics by Hugh Jones." entitled:
"Reasohs and uses Of the Georgian Calendar and of Octave Com-
putation or Natural Arithmetic." The crate of h is evidently 1752,
as " this year 1752" occurs in-the. text. The first part of this work
is concerned with a calendar co1fl1)os0 of 13 seasons of lunations 'of
28 days. One day for the Nativity andfta bissextile every fourth year
for public!: prayer. The seconsi parts starts with a dissertation On the
disadvantages of numbering' bv 10 and Proposes substituting 8 as

a radix. Mgives a complete 'numeration table. and lays down rules
for the reduction of decades to octaves and 'other matters. It also
points out methods for dividing weights and measures on this basis,
so making a universal standard."'

Thoma8 Clap at Yale.We turn'nkt to the third college estab-
lished in the Colonies.:. The keen interest of the president of a college
in any subject when that college was little more than,a c611egiate
school was certain to_bave a strong influence on the place.which that
subject, '6ccupied in the curriculum. Thomas Clap brouight such an
interest in mathemat ics to Yale when he became rector or president
in 1-739. Four years later, he published a. catalogue of the college
library" which he had.prepared himself. In the preface to this
catalogue, he recommends a plan of studies for the College course, as
follows:

In the First year to study principally the Tongues. Arithmetic. and Algebra:
the Second, Logic. Ithtoric, and Geometry the Third. Mathematics and
Natural Philosophy ; and the Fourth, Ethics and Divinity.

Mathematics is fowid in three years of this vitan, with algebra in
the first year.

That C14 carried out It still more ambitious plan of mathematical
instructiop than hee-had advocated is shosi;n in the history of Yale
which 116 wrQte in 1766. Referring to the undergraduate students,
he says:

They are divide() into four classes: according to the respective years in which
they are admittéd At their admission they are able well to svonstrue and parse
Tully's.Or3tic48. Virgil and the Greek Testament and understand the Rules
of combmon Arithmetick. In the first year they learn Hehrew, and principalli-

-111'
u Jones (Hugh); A. M., Minister of James Town, Virginia. An A evidence to time gng-

bah Tongue, etc., London, 1724. Given in British Museum catalogue.
12 British Museum Additional Manuscript 21,

Vs Account, of which the above is a résumé, furnished by B. F. Stevens & Brown, bón--
don, through the courtesy of Columbia Universky library.

" [Thomas ClaRa] A Catalogue of the Library of Yale-College in New-Harm, N. London,
1748.
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COLLEGE RECORDS 49 ,

pursue the Study of the Languages, and make a.- Beginning in Logiek, and some
Parts of the Mathematicks. In the second year, they study the Languages;
but principally recite Logick, Rhetorick, Oratory, Geography ano:l natural
Philosophy. And some of them make good Proficiency in Trigonometry and
Algebra. In the third year, they still pursue the Study of Natural Philosophy,
and most Branches of the Mathematicks: many of them well understand Sur-
veying, Navigation and the Calcuhution of the Eclipses: and some of them are
Oinsidernble Proficients in Conic Sections: anti Flux!ons. In the fourth year
they vrincipally study and recite NIetuphysidis, Et hicks and Divinity."

The printed statement. of a projected plan or of a completed one
may always 1)( taken with some reservations, but the conunencement
theses during Clap's presidency of Yale give added confidence in the
acceptance of this one at its face value.

In 1753, during Clap's administration, the " Linonian Society " was
founded. At one time it was the custom to have a curious question
brought in at each meeting. .From the records " of this society is

tak.en one specimen which relates to algebra :

Dec. 5th A D 1770. 2. How do you solve Questions. when the unknown
quantity fins several Powers in one Equat ion, and only the,first Power In the
other Equation.

Thi recording of the question and its answer means that algebra
engaged the interest of eighteenth century Yale boys.

niversity of Pennsyl eania.---The first. page of tt records of the
institution now known tis the 'University of l'ennsylvanw. shows that
algebra is included among the subjects intended to be, taught. The
seventh page contains this entry, showing the fulfillment of the
intention :

Mr.'iiheophilus drew having offered himself as a Master in the Academy to
teach Writing. Aritleinmetie4k, ..ccounts. Algebra, Astronomy, Navi-
gation, and all other Branches of the Mathematicks, it is ordered that he be
received . . . his Service to commvnee on the seventh day of January next
July 27,1750.1T

In 1753 Provost William Smith published a work entitled "A
General I4en of the College of Mirania, with an account of the Col-
lege and Academy of Philadelphia " [University of Pennsylvania].
His belief in mathematics in general is indicated in the preface to
this work, where he. sets forth the plan of studie -covering five
classes. He states further that he is now endeavoring to realiie
these plans in the seminary over which he has the honor to p.reside,
and so le know that he was actually wCwking out his own .fruitful
i(leas. The portions relating .to mathematics-are found in the first
two classes and read:

16 Thomas Clap, The Annal. or Ilbitorn of Yale.rotlege in New Harm. (New Haven,
1766.) Appendix, p. 81:

16 Yale University libcary.
17 Minutes of the Trustees of the Concoct', Academy, Charitable Schools of Philadelphia,

Vol. I, 170-1768.
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60 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

The First Class of the College . . . In the afternoon they learn arith-
metic, u 18 r and (lerimal, merchant's accounts. some parts t,f algebra, and
some of the first hooks of Euclid.

The Second Class. The next year.js spent in this class; the master of which
is styled Professor of *Mathematics. Ile carxies the youth forward in algebra,
teaches the remainder of the first six hooks of Euclid. to-gether with the
eleventh and twelfth, and also the elements of geometry, astronimiy, chronology,
navigation. and other most useful branches 4 wf the mathematics."

The plan here suggested was formulated at the request 'of the
trustees. It was adopted in I76 and continued in use while Smith
was provost and, as far as records show, until the pail.- part of the
next century. It influenced the %later curricula of all the American
'colleges. The prominence given to al(rebra in the mathematical
scheme is indicated by the inclusion of that subjefq in t wo years of
the college course.

Columbia T ni re rgit Johnson hrought from his ex-
perience at Yale sufficient interest in mathematics to cause him to
give to that snbject a Place in t he plans which he, to a large extent,
formulated for King's College [Columbia. University]. The first
professorship established was that of mathematics.'" The laws and
Orders which were adopted' in June, 1755, placed b lathematics and
the Mathematical and Experimental Philosophy in all the 'several
brsInches of it in the second and third years of the course. In 1785
the plan ofillincation included "Algebra as far as quadratic equa-
tions" for the' freshman class and the "higher branches of Alge-
bra for the sophomore class. In 1789 the professor of mathematics
and natural philosophy was authorized to give. as the algebra course,
"Algebra as far as Cubic Equations" to the fresimukn class and
"the higher parts of Algebra " with "the application of Algebra
to Geometry" to the junior class. This was an advance in the sub-
ject matter in algebra which continueq in force until Ow end of the
centtry.2"

Evidence goes to show then that from the very early years of
the eighteenth century until its clo4b, algebra is mentioned by pro-
fessor and president alike and is included in plans Proposed and
plails adopted for the curricula of the colleges of this period.

Th Works of lrillionr Rmith, D. D.. Late Provost of Ilu College and 4%v:1114.11)y fir
Phiiadelphia. Vol. I. Part II, p. 183. Philadelphia, 1S03.

la .4 History of Columbia Un4rcr8itil (New York, "Ai. . I p. 22 . . . the 4;overnorg. on
the 8tt of November (1757) appotnted Mr. Daniel. Troadwell, 'a young gentleman of a
very excellent character eilucafed nt ilarvard College, and recommended by Professor
Winthrop nii emlnently fitted for that station.'"

21° L. F. Snow, College Currichlutn, p. 93 ff.
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Chapter IX

EVIDENCES OF THE USE OF FOREIGN TEXTBOOKS

Sare;ty of printrd bonZ.R.In the twentieth century. when inex-
pensive books are procurablv in literature aml sciencepalike, it is dif-
ficult to realize the almost total lack of printed- classroom subject
matter during pracl icallv the whole extent of the eighteenth century.
Authorship of texts had not yet become a. trade. and the cost of
printing and paper made. the publication of works for pupils in
schools well-nigh an impossibilit y. Books were in thi; hands of pro-
fesl.ors and tutors, and their contents. as alreadywointed Out, were
passed on in the form of lectures taken down

. .

almost verbatim by
the members of a class. But some books were. imported from iibroad

I" in.suflicient nu
.

mbers to permit of putting- them into the hands of
I

,
R the stmhbnts themselves.

Such foreign textbooks as were used in American schools of the
colonial period and for some years thereafter by the students were
books by English authors, Published in England. In the first. guar-
ler of the nineteenth century French and German authors began to
exert. an influence, and reprints or translaiions of works from Eng-

i

France,- and Germany were published in America. for use in
Anierican colleges.
-The Ymot/ ildthematfr;an`s Gulde.We shall speak first of the

English texts. Am'ong the most popular but not the most worthy
was " The Young Mathematician's Guide. Being a Plain arid Easie
Introduction to the Mathematicks by John Ward. This seems to
have had a use out of all proport ion to its merits. and direct evidence
of the position held by Ward's book is extensive.

An intimate record of the.use of this work is found in the com-
monpla-eo book of Eleazer May,' of the class of 1752, Yale. A long
list of this st udent's readings is given on the. seventh page of his
book. This list is headed :

An Memorandum of the Books red in my freshmanship vtz: A. D. 1749.

In my Soiltimore Ship viz. A. D. 1750

recited. Wards Mathematiek.

Elenzer May's Notebofits." Interesting manuscripts of the middle and last quarter
of the eighteenth century now in the university.library. Vole Alumni Weckly, January
19, 1923, p. 501 f. Some additional material, as the result of a personal study is noted.
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52 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

In another place young Nfay copied a quotation from Ward thathad struck his fancy. It was:
Of time it is not an Easy thing to give a true Divinitinn of time for accord.ing to the philosophick Poet

Time of itself is nothing but from thought
Recieves its rise by labouring fancy wrought
from things considered whilst wee think on some
as present some as past or yet tO ome
no thought can think on time that stll contest
but thinks on things in motion or at rest :

Ward's Mat liema:'
A graduate of Harvard. class of 1746, Dr. E: A. Holyoke, says in

a letter to Prof. Benjamin Peirce that Ward's Mathematics and
Euclid's Geometp were used_ during his college course. Without re-ferring to any other authority. Peirce states that :

In the early part of this presidency (that .of President Edward Holyoke,which b(gan in 1737) and probably for many years before. the 'textbooks werethe following . Ward's Mathematics . . . Euclid's Geometry.'
As late as*1794 a Harvard student notebook' contains the name ofWard in connection with books to be çonsulted on mathematical sub-

jects. Catalogues of libraries of gentlemen of this period show that
Ward's book was one of those on mathematics tò be generally ac-e- ,quired.' Samuel Johnson prepared, "A Catalogue of my Library
with the vallue of each Book Ang. 15, 1726."6 This catalogue in-
cluded " Mr, Wand's Young Mathematician," which ho mity have been
using while, he was a tutor at Yale. M. 1743 the're was published a
book witli the title: " An Introduction to the Study of Philosophy,
Exhibiting a General View of all the Arts and Sciences. By a. Gen-
tleman Educated at Yale-College." This gentleman was Samuel
ohnson, and he give's the advice (p. 28) : "On Mathematics, read
Ward's Young Mathematician's Guide, . . ."

A 1764 "Catalogue. of Books belpnging to the Public Efiglish
School of Friends at Philadelphia" has one copy of Ward's Mathe-
mtatician's Guide. In 1778 a " Catalogue of Books granted the Col-
lege [Harvard] from the sequestered Libraries" contains Ward's
Mathematics. In the libraries of Rnivei-sities and in libraries con-
nected with organizations of various soils are to be found to-day
from one.to four cdpies of this popular old work.

The curriculum of the colleges at certain tim(us'was stated in terms
of the texts used rather than in terms of.subjects. In 1756, in con-

I John Ward, Young Mathematician's Ouide, p. 37.
Benjamin reirm A History of Harvard UntrerRity, p. 237, =bridge, 1833.4 Joseph McKean, Boston Public Library.

5" Libraries of Colonial Virginia InOrilliant. an41 Mary Quarterly. Vol. III, piVol. IX, p. 167, Vol. X, p. 232.
Notebook in Samuel Johnson Collection, Columbia University Library.
Harvard College Papers, Vol. II, 1704-1785. Harvard University Library.
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TISE OP FOREIGN TEXTBOOXS 58

nection with the plan of studies prepared for the trustees of the Col-
lege of Phjladelphia, Provost Smith recommended certain books to
be read " for improving youth in Various branches." He suggested
"Maclaurin's -41gebra (London; 1748) and " Ward's Mathematics
for the mathematics in the first year.'

At Yale in 1778, President Stiles on assuming the executive office
gave as the mathematical part of the program of studies then in
force:

Freshman ClassWar41's Arithmetic
Sophomore Classllammond's Algebra.

Ward's 111W hemat ics
Junior (lassWard's Trigonometry

Since the Young Mathematieian'N Guide was considered worthy of
a place. in American schools for so long a time, it may be W-orth a
brief presentation."' This work on " lAlathematicks " iS. in five parts,
" I A hmet ick, II Algebra, III The Elements of Geometry. IV Con-
ick Sections, V The Aritlunet ick of Infinites," and to these sections
is added an " Apj)endix- of Practical Gauging."

The book was put out with a Fecommendation that might well have
started it upon a successful career. This tocommendation reads:

rpon Careful Peilisal of this Book, we think it a good In-
rolluct i4,n to the .ibmtrartcd Parts of Mathematiekx, and as

such we recommend it to the Studious and Industrious -Header.
.1. Raphson. A. & It. S. S.

Ditton," Magter of the New -

Mathematical School in Christ's Hospital.

Samuel Cunn, who revised and corrected Raphson's translation of
.the Arithmetkv U1iircr8ali8 by Sir Isaac Newton, expressed his
appreciation in a poem, "To the Ingenious Mr. John Ward Upon
His Most Useful Piece, the Young Mathematician's Guide," which
is printed at the back of tit() book.

Part II is entitled:
Algebra, or Arithmetick in Species; wherein the Method of Raising and

Resolving Equations: is rendered easie; and Illustrated with a Variety of Ex-
amples, and Numerical Questions. Also the whole Business of 1ntibresLand
Annuities, &c. perforad by the Pen, and a small Table, with several new
Improvements.

The algebra covers pages 143 to 277, or 134 pages, and so ranks as
to space occupied about on a footing with the arithmetic of the book.
The table of contents gives the topics treated as follows:

The Method of Noting down Quantities, and Tracing of the Steps used In
bringing them to an .Equation; The Six Principal Itule*A of Algebraic* Aritb-

'Horace W. Smith, Life and Correspon4ence of the Rev. William Smith, p. 124 f., Phil-
adelphia, 1879.

P Snow, Cohege Curriculum, p. 79. Quoted from Stile's Diary, Nov. 0, 1779.°Account taken from the " Third Edition, Corrected," 1719.
11 Humphrey Ditton was higbly warded by Sir Isaac Newton, and exercised an in-

fluence on the Newtonian Philosophy. Bee Smith, History, I, p. 456, Boston, 1923.
,
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54 ALGEBRA IN TILE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

metick In whole Quantitie: Of Algebraic': rravtions, or Broken Quantities;
Of Surds, or Irrational Quantities; Concerning the Nature of ;Equations, and
Now to prepare them for a S dution. &c.; Of Proportional Quaentities, both

Arithmetical and (:eometrical c4Intinued; Also of AIusical Proportion; Of Pro-
Port kmal Quantities Disjunct. both Simple. Duplicate; and Triplicate; And bow
to turn .Equations into AnAlogies, : Of Substitution; And Resolving
ratick .Equations; Of Analysis, or the Method of Resolving Problems, Exempli-
fied l, Forty Numerical Questions: The Solution of all Kind of Adfeeted
.Equatimis in Numbers: of Simple Interest. and Annuities in all their variou
Cases: Of Compound Interest, 311111 Annuities. 1)4)th for yeaN and Lives: iiil

of Purchasing Free-hold Estates. Stivp

There is nothing of an original nature to which attention need he
called in the subject matter of this algebra. Rules and solutions of
Problems follow one another in a presentation that strikes the reader
of to-day as tedious. No exercises are added. in any topic for the
sake of the student. The applicatiim of algebra to the solution of
geometric problems is found in the section onaeometry.

l'extbw.)/..8 entitled .1/f/e/H;/.The. first textbook designated alge-
bro that was used in any Anierican college seems to have beeli Thv
LWniéittx of Alfiebra, by Nathaniel Hammond» In the list of
studies given by President Stiles, of Yale, in ITN,' it will 1Kb n6ted
that Hammond's algebra Occurs in the soph4more year. 1 4

HArVa rd in 177s received friini the sequestered libraries, in addi-
tion to Ward's llathematics 'already referred to, Hammond's algebra.
These hooks were put at the disposal of die professor of ,Inathe-
matics, but no re(*.ord remains to show that, IIamniond Iva!-; plac.ed in

the pupi.V hands:
In the laws of Rhode Island College I Brown University] for 1783,

Hammond's algebra. was4re1idred in the third year, .and in the hkws
for 1793 the same. requirement appears in the second year. Memo-
randa collected 1.)y a descendant from the papers of Solomon Drowne,
of tlub class of 1773, give the gply knowledge of the curriculum before
1783.15 These Papers show hat Drowne began Hill's arithmetic in
October,. 1771, and Hammond's algebriet in December. of the same

year, with Euclid's- Elements and trigonometry in February, 1772.

From this informal ipn it appears that the first printed laws of Brown
set down requirements in algebra which had already been in opera-
tion for over 10 years.

12 Nathaniel Hammond: The Elements (#f Algebra. in a New and Easy ifctluul, with their
Use and Application in the Solution of a twat Variety of Arithmetical and geometrical
Questions; By general and universal Mars. To Which hi pretixed an Introduction, con-
taining a Succinct History of this Science. By Mr. Nathaniel Hammond, of th
London, 1742.'

si Seep. 53.
14 In "A partial list. of textbooks used in YaAtkCollege in the eighteenth century " (Nale

University Library) occurs " Nathaniel Hammond. Elements of Algebra (used by Sopho-
mores, 1774-17g1)."

is Walter C. Bronson, History of Brown University, 1761-1914, p. 102,Arovidence, 1914,
se,
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USE OF FOREIGN TEXTBOOKS 55

We 'open a real algebra when we turn to an examination of Ham-
mond, een though the scope of it is limited as measured by present-
clay standards. In the preface the author states the prerequisite for
the student of his book and his confidence in ifs pedagogical prin-
ciples. A. good sketch of the history of algebra follo.w this preface.

A fter the first -75 pages, whirh are given oyer to the presentation
of the four fundamental Operations, involution, evolution. and sttiva

quantities, there is not a page (except for a very occasional digres-.
sion to introduce a needed process) in the whole extent of 328 pages
which does not contain a problem., or some steps in the working out
of a problem. In this way Hammond takes up simple equations.
equations with t.\<'o or three unknowns. quadratic. and adfected
equations, and gives explanations for thOir solution in the greatest
detail. Some 109 problems are solved. marking the progress from
the solution of the simplest equation to the solution of cubic and
hiquadratic equations by the mcbthod of convergiilg series. There is
the almost irreducible minimum of rules and the maximum of inns-
trath'e material which must have made an appeal to pupil and

. teacher alike. It is curious that a mall who could write a work as

good as this One should have been so prejudiced as to make no men-
tion of exponents until page 304. thereby perpetuating in the many
(.110015 in which it was usol the long form Of writing Powers of a

base.
If this whole book was.covered in the colleges wiliA required it,

the pupils .hail as good a course in the solution of equations as thqy
Would ,get- to-clay in a secondary school, plus some of the course in
college algebra.

Another good algebra that as, ithout doubt. isn the hands of
teachers as soon as it appetired is entitled .1: TrHttise of Algebra."
Its author was Thomas Simpson. 1 man of undoubted genius. The
first mention of thiswopk as a textbook occurs in a pamphlet pub-
lkhed in 1794 and containing the' charter and the jaws of the
Nlege of New Jersey."

In addition to the usual list. a topics, this work covers the fol-
lowing: Resolution of equations of several dimensions. Sir Isaac
Newton's- method of divisors, Cardan's cubic and higher equation's,
Descartes's .fltiquadratic equations. converging sel:ies. indeterminate
problems. investigation of sums of powers, figurate numbers, interest
and annuities, plane trigonometry. And application of algebra to the
sdiition of geometrical problems.

16 Thomas Simpaon, A Treatise of Algebra: wherrin the Prineiples nn.it flenimmtrated,
and applied in ninny umrful and intereMing inquiriem, and in. the reRoliition of a great
rartety of. problomx of difTerOnt kinds . . . London, 1747).

17 Smith, Ilintorv, I, 457.
I's John Maclean, Hietory of oie College of New Jerxey, p. 307.
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56 ALUERTIA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

In the editions of this work after the first one the treatment is

a peculiar orie. Rules with illustrations are given, and in a footnote
arrangement " demonstrations." These demonstrations are complete
explanations of the rules.

An American reprint of Simpsones algebra from the eighth London
edition came from a Philadelphia press in 1809 and a second one in

1821. The change firm the use of imported books to the use of
books printed at home was only a question of time. It involved the
establishment of printing presses and the demand on the pvt of a

sufficient number of influential persons that these prqses be put to

work on textbooks.
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Chapter

THE FIRST BOOKS CONTAINING ALGEBRAYUBLISHED IN
THE NEW WORLD

dr

.1 Ale.riean algebra.In very widely separated sections appeared
O the first works printed pn the American Continent and containing
algebra. As early as 1556 there was published in Mexico a book
entitled Sumario CompenVioso.1 The most interestin* feature
of this work consist.s of six pages devoted to algebra.

Under the title "Arte Mayor," the author gives a number ex-
amples generally involving quadratic equations, of which the.. fol-
lowing are types:

1Filid a square from which if 15% is subtracted tile result Is its own root.
Rule: Let the number be cost' (it). The square of half a cosa ls:oplal to

1/I Of a zenso (2'2). Adding 15 and 34 to Vi makes 16, of which the root is 4,
and thi plus 1/2 is the root of the required number.

Proof: S(Iuare the square root, x)f 16, plus half a Cosa, Whiell is four and a
half, giving 20 and %, which is the square number required. From 2014 sub-
tract 15 and % and you have 4 and 1/2, which is the root of the number Itself.

2A man takes passage In a ship and asks the master what he has to pay.
The master says that it will not be any more than for the others. Tbe page
sengt.:r on again asking how much it would be, the master replies: " Itwf1l be
the number of pesos which, multiplied by itself and added to the number, will
give 1260." Required to know how much the master asked.

Rule: Let the cost be a cosa of pesos. Then half of a cosa sqyared makes 14

of a zenso, and this\added to 1260 makes 1260 And a quarter, he root of which
less 17: of a cosa is the number required. Reduce 1260 and iX to fourths; this
is equal to 5041 divided. by 4; the root of which is 71 hoyA; subtract from it
half of a cosa and there remains' 70 halves, *which Is equal to 35 pesos, and this

what was asked for the passage.
IEroof: Multiply 35 by itself and you have 1225 ; lidding to it 35, you have

1260, the required number.. 4 -idt

Far removed in time and language as well as place was the next
book to be printed on the Western Heinisphere, which bears in part
of its contents on the subject of algebra. This was a Ditch textbook.
of 1730, published in New York City, and it was preceded in the
American Colonies by only two published works on mathematics,
both of which were flipmetics.

For a complete account and facsimile, see David Eugene Smith, The Somatic) Own-
pendioeo of Brother Juan ,D4ez, Boston, 1921.
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58 ALCEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENXIT CENTURY'

A Dutch- alyebra.li natun.d that arithmetic should have been
the fh.st. mathematical subject to appear in print in the American.
Colonies. It is, On the contrary, surprising that, algebra should
Occupy Over One-third of the ';pace in the third book on arithmetic
published in this country when nearly GO years Nvere to elapse before
the appea ramp. f a not her book cont aini ng ny a Irebra. )ine 4,500

titles` of publications in Pennsylvania beft4e 1785 'shows many al-
manacs, but few works oil mathematics, and none containing alphra.

coniTleté bibliography 3 of all .knierican books up_to-179.2. reveals,
among those on matirematics, only three WhitiCinclude algebra in
their contents. Oiw of the three is thiii butch textbook, and while
the extent of its influence was probably very limited, it has interest.
as the earliest and, for a long period, the only work on 'illgebra printed
here.

The title of the book is: 4.1o7lInu t;ca: of Cyffer-Kon8t, . 4Th
Mole Eert heart wit werp ran de A7ge1)ra.4 The names whiiTh Appear
on the title-page are the names of three men who, as we shall see,
wero kindred spirits in their independence of authority.

The -name of John Peter Zenger is inseparable from the history of
the freedom of the press. He was the second piinter of New York,
and his newspaper was the instrument by means of whia :wtive
pr(Ost was made against the tyranny of the royal governors, Nvhich

eventuated in the American Revolution. The trial of Zenger is
significant. in all history,.and the Outcome of it was that liberty of
the press which gavt people in this country the right to freely. criti-
cize the conduct of public officials. Zenger's press was established
in 1726, and his 'newspaper Ileac its beginnink in 1733. The Venema,
book, appeared between these two d4tes.

Jacob appears in a minor way as breaking away from the.
authority of the church. Ile i§_a...effir.gdil_to--ag--*Nrotbessing ii[mself
in opposition to a stand taken by the ecclesitkstical body in several
instances. One of these WaS connected with the licensing of private-
school teachers." At any rate, he succeeded in having printed this
textbook in Dutch.by a man who, as will appear later, was under the
ban of the local church leaders.

4

2 flimsier,' R. Iiildeburn. Century of Printing.
vawia, Philadelphia, iss5.

a Charles Evans. morican Bibliography, 1639-1N.:0, Chicago, 1903-1914.
4 Only two .cvpler4 have been located. They are both in the library of thè New York

Historical Society. The eopy in the New York StatetIlbrary, listed in Pavans, loc. cit.,
was destroyed in the fire of March 29, 1911.

6 Ecclesiastical Records of the State of Neu, York. Vol. IV, p. 2133, Albany, 1901-1916,
e H. W. DunsNie, History of the 'School of the Collegiate Reformed Dutch. Church from

'1613-18, p. 3g, New York, 1883.
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Pieeer Venema *as repeating history by making trouble 14 the
'church: In it letter' from the Rev. Gaulterus DuBois to ME; Rev.
Classis, of Amsterdam, May 14,- 17411.ive, find this-complaint :

I.

. "Arithmetic or the art of ciphering, according to the coins, meas-
ures and weights of New York, together with a short Treatise
on algebra drawn up by peter Venema, master in mathematics
and the art of wilting. New York, printed for Jacob Goelet,
near the Old Slip, by J. Peter Zenger, 1730." The title page of
the first book containing algebra that w/as printed in the Anieri-
can Colonies .

Inasmuch as the Rev. Consistory of New York several years ago exhorted
their ministers to be on their guard, and oppose. the Artful misleadingt of one

7 Ecclesiastical Record8, loc. Cit., p. 2756.
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ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Pieter Vetima, a crafty free-thinker of Groeningen, who had previously Wen
a Reader and School-master just outside that city, I, therefore. determkvedls
set myself against him. ender God's blessing my efforts accomplished much
good, althougli some still adhere to him. Among these is one Jacob Owlet,

endeavorswho witb his conventicles, to do alLf)ossihle harm to imr church.

IVe therefore see that Venema came from a city in Holland@ which
offered university privileges, am' in which he bad been a school-

teacher.
More definite evidence that Venema was a schoolmaster is given

in the dedication to a work of his published in Ho 111nd in 1714.8 In
o this dedication, which is signed Pieter Venema, appears the state-

ment :

Is de Gunst.van Ed. INIog. geweest dat ik eenige Jaren herwaarts iii U. Ed.

Nlog. niet min vermaarde Stad Groningen, mijn bedieninge nls School-Wester
hebbe waargenomen. (Through your favor 1 had the clion('e (if serving ;is a
schoolmaster at Groningen for several years.)

Farther on he states that he had tlw honor of enjoying for several
years the teachings of Heer J. Berneulli." 9

The high regard in which he 'wits held by the mathematicians of
his ow.n country and time is shown by an inscription to him in the
work" already referred p. This inscription contains such phrases
as: I.

. . . the talent which God has granted you.

. . we need no teacher, the hook is a guide in itself. We thank you, veiwma.
we thank you. brave toucher, give us more of your knowledge! You have won

so much distinction at Groningen tipt it is impi)ssible that yoti.sbould lie
_forgotten.'

Venema ¡lavemust been known during the eightee`nth century anti

the early part of the nineteentirventury.'because he is cited repeat-
edly in collections of problems solved and published by Dutch mathe-
maticians and societies of that period."

Venema's ivasons for writing the book under consideration appear
in the " Konst Lievende Leser." He says:

Because I realized that there was here no ciphering book In the Low Dutch
coricerning trade or merchandise, nno for the sake Af tile teaching of inquiring
youth and of all lok-ers of the teaCbhing of grithnletic. I have undertaken to
make a clear and succinct ciphering hook upon that excellent science which

flourishes in this city and country. To this are added the elemenis of nigebni.
a

Pieter Venema.." Een kort en klbre Ondenrygiagr in. de Beginselen ran de Algebru
ofte egtet-konst." Te Groningen. 1714. Other editions Amsterdam 1730, 1756, 1768,

1783, 1.1.9111 1803.
This 'VMS Jean (I), who was professor at Grilningen, 169511.1705.

to P Tenema, 1714, loc. cit. No -461bIlograp4lyoontulted revealed the existence of this
edition,' but a copy was found in the co1leeti1m of Mr. George A. Plimpton, to whom the

writer is indebted for the privilege of examining the hook. Mr. Plimpton also has a copy
of the 1756' edition.

ti illakunatige verhmliffing. etc.. Vol. 1. pp. 29, (13, 70, 79, 81 OntitindIngen, etc.. P.

.218 ff. Vol. II. p. 8 (Amsterdam 1793, 1795), and other references.
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62 ALGEBRA IN .THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

is the representation of higher powers; thus a3 is written a 3.13

,The lowest common multiple of several expressions is found by a

Division of fractions from Venema. The word for fraction is
"broken"; for numerator, "numberer"; and for denominator,
's namer."

10"

eb

qau

41IP

Oal

method which is associated to-day with finding the lowest common
multiple of small nulubers.

"This form of' thè eitponent may have been due to the convenience of the printer,
since Venema lutes' the present-day form In.-hls earlier algebra. [P. Venema, 1714, .
cit., p. 74], except-for the second power. However, such a form of the exponent may
have been known to him. It is found In Pierre HOrlgone, Curitu4 Mathernaticus, nora
brevi et elara, etc. Vol. II, section on algebra, p. 4, and consistently throughout the
tire work, Paris, 1644. 10,
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FIRST ALGEBRAS OF. THE NEW WORLD 63

The book ends with 24 problems, and the familiar age problem
is among them.' It takes the form of a curious son who asked his
*father his age:

The hither answered, your age with the second part, the third part, and
the fpurth part of itself inerear.(1 by 241/2 yvar I is equal to mine]. I am
as much over 40 years as you are. under 40. How old was the son? Ans. 18
years.

410 o

Two unknown quantities are used in the solution. Other problems
lead to indeterminate equations. One reads:

Three women l( night apples, the first i IN), the second 110, and the third
1:20. They silk!, each a different number,. the first day, at the same price, and
the remainder the second day, also nt Worn) price. In counting their
money. they found that they had equal amounts. How many apples were sold.
on each day?

The unknowns ,r, y, 2, respectively, are assumed for the number
of apples sold the first day, p and tr, respect ively, for the price on

10 wo conditionsthe t w days. By the of the problem tr+ and
2,0 .tr

2=111+ are obtained. With the usual ingenuity in such prob-V0
lems, r, and tr are taken so as to give one set of values for x, y,
and 2.

As simple,as all this work seems, there is good stuff in it. The
question arises as to the schools in which it was used, for there must
have been a definite reason for printing it with the arithmetic. It
is to be noted in the preface by the author that he looked upon
algebra as necessary to the cleariv up of doubt ful points iiiarith-
metic. But he, as a practical schoolmaster, nnist have known that
the book was neethd for instruction. Did Venalik himself have a
private school, and did he succeed, so early in the history of print-
ing, in this country, in putting into print the material that he
lieeded 1 It seems to be a safe conjecture to imt him at the head
of such a school, and the algebra of at least one secondary school of
that period was not unworthy.
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EARLY ALGEBRAS BY AMERICAN AUTHORS 65

The short introduction to algebra, which is subjoined. was abstracted prin-
cipally from Itonnycast le, and that of Conic Sections. from Emerson's works.

The.,sect ion on algebra is designated `"An Introductioh to Algebra.
Desigtied for the use of academies," and covers only 39 out of 512
pages in the whole work. This material would be negligible wete notitits presence significant of some demand which led its z)uthi); o in-
chide it: The usual start with definit ions is made. 'The si. oper-
ations follow, With all examples under them completely worked out.
" Sir Isaac Newton's Rule for raising a binomial or residual quantity
to any power whatever" is stated./ Infinite series, arithmetical and
geometrical proportion, simple and quaoalrat ic equations, all receive
brief treat ment. Only ls problems are given, 12 under simple and
6 under quadratic equations. The sect ion concludes with a " Re-
capitulation oof the principles of Arithmetic & Algebra " under 9
so-called axiom's.

Pike's arithmetic Was the. first work written by an American to
hae any extended use in the United States. it must be regarded
also as the first' printed work on algebra, written by an :inerican,
,that was placed in the hands of students in colleges and academies.
Another quarter of a century was to elapse after the first appearance
of Pike's book bkfore a book on alebra 3 alone and bearing that
title was to be conipiled by an American professor and published for

,

ludentAin histhe use of classes and elsewhere.
1

T he Am( rie(In, ) out h.Another work contai.ning algella and
published in the ei hteenth century deserved more popularity tlían
extant evidence sho .s it to have attained. Its authors followed the-
cus(om, quife comm n in these early years, Of using a general title.
The book appeared A The Anil ripan Y 0011.4 The authors, Consider
and John Sterry, were apparently outside of university circles and.3°
engaged entirely in work with private pupils. They must have felt
justified in going to the eNpense of publication, but it took courage
on theirpart to put a boa like this on the market in 1790.

Volume 1 is divided into books, much as geometry volumes are
divided. Book II of this volume extends from page 241 to page 387,
the end of the volume. All of the subject matter in an elementary
algebra of the present day is covered, with the omission of involved
exercises in factoring and fractions. The more advanced topics are
quoted:

Infinite Series, Binomial Theorem. Pioportion or Analogy Algebraically con-
sidered, Arithuwtical, Geinnetrical. Harmonica! Proportion, Genesis or Forma-
tion of Equations in General, Concerning the Transformation of Equations

3 Jeremiah Day, Thor Elernenta of Algebra, toe. Cit.
4 The American Youth: being a twits isn4i complete course of introductory mathematic*:

dcmigned for the use of private Rbudents. By Consider and John Merry, v. 1 . Provi-deuce. Printed by B. Wheeler, for the authors, 1790.



66 ALGEBRA IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

and Exterminating their 'Intermediate Terms, Resolution of Equations by
Divisors, Finding the Roots of Numerical Equations in General, by the Method
of Approximations, Concerning unlimited Problems und Diophantine Problems.

'is an ambitious course in algebra set forth in this text at a
time when students in some colleges were still dependent on taking
mathematical notes from lectures and setting them down in note-
books. Perhaps its influence as more widespread than historical
testimony shows. At any rate, copies of the book are to be found
rather generally in the libraries of New England.

The findings of these two chapters lead to the conclusion that only
three books containing algebra appeared. in Print in the. American
Colonies and the young American Republic during the eighteenth
century. In each one of these books, it is treated in a section along
with sections on other mathematictil subjects.
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Chap ter,X II

ALGEBRA AND ADVERTISEMENTS

Algebra in the public pre8s.Perha1)s the most unlikely source of
information bearing on the teachi-ng of algebra in the American
onies during the eighteenth century would seem to be the files of
early newspapers. And yet a number of advertisements relating to
different phases of the subject are to be found among those dealing
ith the dates of the sailing of vessels and of the arrival of the post.

from Philadelphia, Boston, or New. York, with runaway servants or
slaves for sale, Nvith the importation of good Cheshire cheese, or with
lotteries for wharf, church and college.

/Wrote hdorn 8choolnupite ex.One form of advertisement
which indicates educational activity is tlott in 'which a private tutor
or the master of a school otters subjects to be taught. The earliest
advertisement of this nature. and Mating to mathematics. located is
the following:

noRton News-Letter, Mch. 21, 1709. Opposite to the Mitre Tavern in Fifth-
treet next to Scarlet's Wharff, Boston, are Taught, Writing. Arithmetiek. lii

ail its parts; And also Geometry, Trigonometry, Plain and Sphaerical Survey-
ing. Dialling, Gauging, Navigation, Astronomy; The Projection of the Sphaeee,
and the use of Mathematical Instruments:- By Owen Harris. Who Teaches
at as easie Rates, and as speedy as may be.

Isaac Greenwood, before be became the first professor of mathe-
matics at Harvard College, used the newspaper as a means of obtain-..%
ing pupils. as shown in these extracts:

R000n-News Letter. Jan. 12, 1727. An Experimental Course of Mechanical
Philosophy, wherein the Principles of that Noble Science, with the. discoveries

.01....mmolme

This study has been made from representative newspapers of Boston, New York, Phila-
delphia. and Virginia. The papers have been examined systematicallyillbom their begin-
uingm to the dates indicated, guch dates being in several instances the time at which pub-
lication of the paper ceased. The files examined consist of the originals or tacidmiles In
the New York Public Library, New York Historical Society, New Yort SocietIiistoricalsociety of Pennsylvania, Library Company of Pennsylvania, and litirginia tate Library.
The following 11,1 of newspapers indicates the extent of the inventigatian:

Boston Newg-Letter, Apr. 24, 1704-toee. 29, 1757.
New-York Gazette, Feb. 28, 1726--Oct. 15, 1744.
New-York Weekly Post-Boy, Jan. 10, 1747-Dec. 18. 1752.
New-York Weekly Journal, Oct 5, 1733-Mar. 18..1751.
New-York *Evening Post, Dec. 17, 1744-Dec. 30, 1751.
(Philadelphia) American Weekly Mercury, Dee. 22, 1719-Jan. 1, 1748.
(Philadelphia) Pennsylvania Gazette, Oct. 1, 1728-Dee. 31, 1754.
VlPgInIa Gaiette, Jan. 1. 1767-Dec. 81, WO.
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ALGEKRA AND ADVERTISEMENTS 71

another Philadelphia newspaper, at the same time .that he was
mnning then) in the Pe1l.imyl1'ani4 Gazette. He showed himself to
be an:indefatigable tidvertiser, and he no doubt maintained some
sort of a school from 1734 to the end of his life.

Another series of advertisements was run by Alexander Buller,
the first one of which follows:

Pennsylpania Gazrtle, Nov. 5, 1741. Writing, Arithmetic, Nterchfint's_ Ac-
counts, Navigatifon. :11ge-bra, and other parts.of the mathematics are taught
by Alexander Buller, at the Public School ln Strawberry Alley . . . (Repeated

4Nov. 19, 26.)

Buller had received permission in October, 1738. to leach mathe-
!woks, among other subjects, in the Publick School" I AVilliani
Penn Charter School 1.fi Ile had evidently Leen a pupil of Thomas
Simpson. Ak letter dated " Philadelphia, Oct. 27, 1741," reads:

Simps4)11 . .1111. years and half ago I got an insight Into some
difficult 4jia1't4 ()f yp Mathematics Trom thee . . thy old friend Aleix-
1:uller.',

This teacher in Philadelphia carried into his profession the in-
Tiration recei %-cd frokn his study under " that strange mathemat igal
genius." Thomas Simpson.

Otiotr.4advertisements of the teaching of algebra to be cited are:
(Pempolraniy akettr. Aug.. 13, 1747 . . . are taught these Mathematick

Sciencps, V Arithmetick, algebra. geometry, plain and the sperical (sic)
trigonometry, conick SPt'tiOnS, arithmetick of intinites . . . John Clare.
( Repented Aug. 20'and

NOV. 175.2 . . . stiii taught, these Mathematical Sciences, viz.,
t Iiiiìtt ick in all parts,. Algebra, Geometry . . . by .John Clare. (Re-

peated N4 IV. 9 and M.)
Ibi41. I lee. 8, 1748 . . . arithmetic*, vulgar and decimal' . . . algehra,

rarefuIly titught . . Iy Thomas Craven. (Ad. ran thrfpgh Apr. 13, 1149.)
irginia Gazette. May 2, 1771. A Clergyman of flit% Church ofÌ,ng1nn(1, n

sober young Man . proposes to teach . . . Algebra, GeometrMSurveying,
Mechanics 0 .. the Reverend W. S. . . . Potowmack, Virginia . . .

In addition to these advertisements in which algebra is definitely
named some score different instances of the pbxase otheroarts of
the MagAnatieks" have been-found. With the long list of mathe-
matical \,.;libjects usually ,preceding this phrase algebra was un-
doubtedly,covered by it,747 .

Teadier.s\of mathematics wanted.The advertig4ements located in
which the shvices of a teacher of mathematics are called for are only
three in number. They lire found in the Penmylvaqo Gazette, Oc-
tober 9, 1740, and in the Viryinia Gazette, October 15, 1767, and

6 Minutes of the Publick School, 1712-1770, Vol. 1, p. 26.
From Simpsonlana in the possession of Prof. David Eugene Smith.

7 A number of acIrertisements of algebra have been located in newspapers between 1783
and 1800. On account, however, of the desultory nature of the search made.during thee
yeam they will not be cited.
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matick8 (Penivyk'aida Gazette, Apr. 12, 1729) ; Ward's ....Y.dliny,r,41b1themuti,eian's Guide (PenMyllVa. ;(1Zette, May 25, 1738) ;

Woitius's Algebra (Pcntolylviliiiaz(tte, Aug. 4, 174S).
We see, then, that the public press of the eighteenth vtintury

beArs witnoss to asctivity, in the, teaching of algebra, and in the
sale of :ilgebra textbooks, activity which must be interpreted sin the
light of a demand for this branch oft mathematics.
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Chapter XIII

SUMMARY

The direct evidence in defense of the thesis that .algebrit was an
impokant part of the American education of the eighteenth cen-
tury may be summarized as follow's: b

Manusceipt.notebook. )ti algebra:
Min.:m.(1 College, 73R-31. 1739. 17711
College of _New .sey (Princeton Universit
University of Pennsylvania, 1788.
Miscellaneous.

Commencement theses containing algebraic truths:
Yale College. 1718-1797.
Harvard College, 1721-18111
College ot New Jersey, 1752.
Rhode Islaint (»liege [Brown Iniv(brsity I. 17M-1811.

a111ematie8 theses
Harvard College, 178r)-1839.

Statements from (171 records and writings of college presidents and pro-

1770.

fessors:
Hugh JOnes, professor of truathrmatles at the College if

Mary, 1724.
Rules governing Hollis professorship at Harvard Colh;ge. 1726. 17S7, 178S.
Thomas Clap, president of Yale College, 1743. 1766.
*Ezra Stiles, president of Yale Coliegre, 177S.

Minutes of the Trustees of the College, 'Academy, Charitable Schook
A

7. 4."
...Id

WM11:flu anti

[University Pennsylvanitt 1, 17494 177)0.

William Smith, rftvost of the shIne college, 1753, 1756.
ifothessiaffiál requirements in terms of textbooks.

.1ohn Ward's nic Young .itathematitan'ss Guide. 174n).
Nathahiel Hammond's.The Elements ofeAlgebra, 1742.
Thonas Simpson's Trw;tise of ..11ffebra...1145.

Neetiorm ritlgebra in.tvlbooks 7r1im American printing presses:
Pieter Venema'a .1ri1hmetica of Cyffer-/Con4 .

onttrcrp rail. de Algebra, 1730.
Nicolas Pike's, i Complete Nystem of.;frillimetie

sellgrbra,z 17g8.

Ab Mede Pen kort

lett h An In trodueliow to 1

Consider and JohtSterry's The American Youth, 1790.
Advertptrmentx in the public preo fran tcacherm in extabli.shed

di

privale lutorn:
Boston. First datt July 6, 1727.
New York City. FirKt date. September 7. 1730.
Philadelphia. First date, August 15, 1734.

ool and

Algebra for its own. Rake.--t-Nowhere are there,ktind indiscations
that a practical ne'al for algebra actlated the teiiching of it during
this miod. The inclusion of t4is iubject in thetciirriculup of .6
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SUMMARY 75

tfo ege of the eighteenth century, or the teaching of it as a special
iubjed by- some enthusiastic

. .

teacher, must be accounted for on the
,ground that it was dope for the sake of the subject itself or for the

theoretical aspects .of. fluxions. The fascination of this kind of
analysis attrae1e/1 teAcher and pupil alike, and the simple joy of the
intellectual life thafit Atorded was reward enough for its study, :t
reason that lies at tile very heart of progress along any line of
mental act ivity.

hronoloyica 1 LiNt. 4)/ A M erica n tlget» Textbook* to 1 S20,' the Year in
which Algeto-a Jtax ist Mequired for Admixxi.on to an American College

;

1730 Venema. Vietc:r.
A ri t htnetjca Kunst Volgens iI Munteil liaten en Gewigten.

te Nithu-Yirk. gebruykely1; Als Mede Een kort ontwerp van de Algebr:i
.opgestelt d4)or Pieter Venema, Mr. in de Mathesis en Schryt-Konst. Neu-

Y4Irk. Gedrucki door JacHil G(Htlet. I y jlp by.J. Peter Zenger.
MI*WCXXX.

17SM l'ikv.
A NOW and (14 MOO 4' Stein Arithmetic CM11POSOil t ht% use- of

Citizens (ti. the Unitcd States: Po NiciOas Pike. A. M. Newbury-Port.

Skond edition. Enlailie;1. hevised, and corrected. By Ebenezer Adams,
A. M.. Prece1;t4 )1* 411 Leicester Academy. Worcester, Mass., 179q.

editions Revised. corrected, and improved. By Nathaniel Lord.
A. NI.. Boston, 1808.

1790 Sterry, Consider and John.
The American Yowl): being a aftv and complete cours of introductory

'mathematics: designed for the uso: of private students. 11.y Consider and
John Sterry, V. 1 . . Provhlenee. Printed by B. Wheeler, for the
authors, 1790.

1798 Gough. John
&Practical Arithmetick. Ity John ( wo. carefully reviseil by ThomAs

Telfair. l'hfk)mat h. With an Appendix of Algebra. By tIit V. Atkin-.won, of Billfast, Dublin: Printed. Wilmington: ite.printed an4 sold by
Peter Tirynberg. 111.INIC.X(XIII. Second edition. 1S00.

1801 6We1rer, Samuel
Mathematics compiled from the Best Authors and intended to be the

Text-book of the Course of Private LAtures on the.se Sciences in the
the .University at 4 la nil )rIdge. puler the direction Of 7Samuel Webber,
A. M.A. A. 8: Hollis Professor of Mathematics and Natural Phliomphy.
In 2 Vols. Boston. Printed by & Andrews. 1801.

Setowl edithm, Cambridge. W. Hilliard. 1808.
1844 Bonnyeasitle, John

An Introduction ti) Algebra ; with notes and (;bservntions deigned for
4he uge of schools and placeA of public education. First Anierican edi-
tion. Philadelphia: Published by Joseph Crukshank, 1806.

'Second American edition. Philadelphia: Kimher and Canrad; 1811.
[Title as above] . . . tp whleh is added an appmplix on ,the application
of algebra to geometry. First 'New York, ttein the tenth London édition.
Now,y4;)rk: Dwickinck, D. D. Smithj& G. Long, 1818.

i'Conipete bibliugitpky to 1,850 In wept:maim:1.
'
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806 Chevigne, L. I. M.
Mathematical Manual for the use of St Mary's College Of Baltimore

containing fopr parts Itattonal Arithmetic II ElemeRts of
Algebra III Practical Arithmetic fi'-'Practical Algebra [L. I. M.

Chevignel Baltimore. Printed for St. Mtv's (4ollege. By John WeRt
Butler.. 1S06.

1806 Vyse, Charles
The Tutor's Guide. By Charles Vyse. Joseph rruk-

shank. 18041.

1807 Chevigne. L. 1. M.
Alathematical Mantal for the use of Colleges ;ími Academie. Volume

First. (Rest of the title same as 1s04; Nlithinl Printed by Aoki.) West
Butler. 1S07.

1809 Simpson, Thomas
A Treatise of Algebra: wherein lint Principles are demonstrated and

applied in many useful and interesting inquiries, and in the resolution
of n great variety of problems Of different kinds. To which is added,
the geometrical consfruction of ì great number of linear and plane °prob-

lems, with the method of resolving the same numerically. Ity Thomas
Simpson. F It. S. First American. from the eighth London edition.
Philadelphia: Printed for Mathew Carey hy 1'. & (;. rainier. 1St/9.

1812 Hutton. Charles
A Course of lathemativs in two volumes for the use of academies. as

well as private tuition. By Charle.- Hutton. 1.1.. Is'. R. S, Late Pro-
fessor Of Mdthematic4 in the Royal Military Academy. From the Fifth
and Sixth London Editions. Iteyised and corrected by Robert Admin.
A. 31. Fellow of the American Philosophical Society and professor of
Mathematics in Queen's College, New ersey. New York, Samuel Camp-
bell, . . . 1812.

Second edition, New York: Published by Samuel camphell, . . 1816.

,Third Edition. New York: Published by Samuel Campbell, . . . 1818.

1814 Day, Jeremiah
An Introduction to Algebra. being the first part of a Course of Mathe-

matics adaptOd to the method of instruction the American colleges.
By Jeremiah Day. New 'Raven: Howe & Spalding. 1814.

Second edition. New Hayen: Howe & Spalding, 1820.

1818 Euler, Leonard o,
An Introduction to the Elements of /11(},rebra designed for the use of

those who are acqua4nted only wittrthe Pirst Principles of Arithmetic.
Selected by John Farrar) from the Algebw of Euler. Cambridge, N.

-Eng.: Hilliard & Metcalf. 1818.

1818 Lacroix, Sfilvestrel Firancolsi
Elements of Algebra, by S. F. 'Lacroix. Translated from the French

for the use of the Students of the University at Cambrklge, Nvw England.
Cambridge. N. E.: Printed By Hilliard & Metcalf, 181e

1810 Day, Jeremiah
An Inttodbetion to Algebra, being the Witrst Part of a Course of Math&

males adapted to the method of instriletion in tbe higher chool

and achdemies In th4 United States. By Jeremiah Day, IL D., President
of "felt college, New liven: Publishid by Hove Spalang. 1819. 4
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1820 Lacroix (& B6zout)
An elementry treatise on Plane and Spherical Trigonometry and on the

application of Algebra to Geometry from the mathematics of Lacroix andMow. Translated from the French for the use of the students at the
University at Cambridge, New England. Cambridge, N. E.: Printed by
Hilliard and Metcalf, 1820.

.
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Addition, 8, 9, 21, 25, 61
Advertisement of arithmetic by ¡glut('

Greenwood, GS
dvertisements, algebra problems, 72 :

sale of algebra books, 72. : tutors.
67-71

Aggregation. S
Algebra in Tliç .111Seriegn Youth,
Algebra in Pike's Arithmetic, tri
American Youth. The. s1.
Analogies. 9, 54
.Appiications of Igebni , 2ebe 41. 50,

Arithmetic, 3. 71, .)5. :).-) -35, 40. .43,
49, 68

Arithmetic(' of rilfter-Konxt, 58, 59, 61
Arithmetic(' Ifnir(1rvolis, t). 1(1, 23,

53
Bibliography fit .Vmerivan textbooks to

4

1820, .75
Binomial theorem, 9, 17, 65

Bowditch, Nathaniel, 27
Brooke. Robert, 25
Brown University, 30, 38, 54
l'olculus, 16, 68. Ser (ilso Fluxions
Catechism method, 2fik
Chambers Crlopedia. 4. 7, 15, 14;
Circle, 15, 16, 33
Clip, Thomas, 48 4

College of New Jersey.
University

(olumbia University, 34, 54)
De Morgan, Augustus, 19
Difference symbol, 8
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Division, 8, 21, 25, 37, 61
Dutch algebra, 58
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8, 11, 19, 21, 25, 54, 55; radical, 21;
simple, 8, 10, 19, 21, 25, 82,01 ; simul-

sce Princeton

b.

taneous, ex, 25, 81
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.
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6. ,..
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..4V.., s,

Euclid, 15, 16, 18, 19, 50, 54
Evolution, 8, '45, V
Exponents, 8, 55, 02
First Algebra hook in American Colo-

nies, 58
First professor of mathematics in

Aintrican4,11olonies, 47
Fithian, Philip Vickers, 18
Fluxions, 18, 19, 21, 26, 35, 37, 38, 40,

49, 68
Fractions, 8, 19, 21, 25, A2, 54,51. 62
Geometry, 15, 21, 25, 32--35, 37, 41,

48, 50, 52, 68
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67, 68
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Halley, Edmund, 9, 13, 16
Hammond, Nathaniel, 53, 54, 72
Harvard University, 3-5. 17. 30. 35,

36, 38, 41, 45, 46, 52, 68
Ileterogeneal, 16
Hill, John. 19, 54
History of algebra, 6, 1, 55
Hollis professorship, 4, 45
llomogeneal, 16
Houston, Wilfiam ChurchIll, 20
Imaginary number, 11
Inequality, 8. 25
Involuiks 8, 0, 13, 25, 32 ,

Johnson, Samuel, 34, 50, 52
Jones, Hugh. 46, 47; manusitript of. 48
Kersey, John, 16, 72
King's College. ec Columbia Univer-

sity
Langdon, Samuel, 3, 4, 5.
Le Fevre, 46, 47
Unonian Society at Yale, 49
Magnalin. 30
Manuscript, Diman, e if ; Laudon,

6 ff
Mathematica Compendia, 21,, 25
May, Eleazer, commonplace book, 51
Mental diicipline, 40
Mexican algebra, 57
Multiplipition, 8. ZAK 37, 81
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Negative numbers, p, 28, 32
Newton, Sir Isaac, 1, 16, 17, 53, 55, 72
Notebooks, algebra, 3, 18, 21, 25-28;

arithmetic, 3
Oughtred, William, 8. 11, 16, 25
Patterson, Robert, 21-23
Pike, Nicolas, 64
Positive numbers, 9, 28, 32
Praxis, 21, 25
Princeton' University, 18, 38, 55
Problems, algebraic, .1)-11, 14, 17, 19,

22, 28, 41, 44, 55, 57, 63, 72; geo-
metric, 9, 13, 14, 16, 22, 25, 26, 41,
50, 55

Progressions, 25
Proportion, 8, 19, 32, 54, 65
Raphson, Joseph, 9, 13, 16
Reduction, 8; 9
Remainder theorem, 13
Rhode Island College. See Brown

University
Rhyme, problems in, 28
Saunderson, Nicholas, 19, 72
Series, 9, 21, 46, 55, 65
Simpson, Thomas, 35, 72
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'Smith, William, 49, 53
Sterry, Consider and Joitm, 65
Substitution, 9, 12, 2254
Subtraction, 8, 9, 21, 25. 61
Sumario Compendioso, 57
Summary, 74
Surds, 8, 9, 16, 19, 54
'Symbols, 6, 7
Teaching of algebra, evidences. 4, 17.

18, '21, 25, 34
Textbooks, 29, 51, 54, 55, 57. 64, 75
Theses, algebraic, 33, 37 ; commence.

ment, 30; mathematical, 41-43
translations of, 32, 37

Topics in Harvard manuscripts, 8
" Tryalls and Depression," 9, 13
University of Pennsylvania, 21, 25, 49
Veuema, Pieter, 59, 72
Wallis, John, 7
Ward's Young Mathematician's Guide,

42, 51, 5:3. 73
Willard, Sainiuel. 42
William and Mary, Collegq of, 46
Yale University, 30-32, 34, -38, 39, 48,

49, 53, 54
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